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Abstract

In this paper, some experimental results are presented, estimating the lateral

stress response to a longitudinal stress applied to an ideal granular system as

a function of friction parameters. Structural effects are taken into account

through the use of angle of contact distributions. The two-dimensional

model, based on mainly equally sized cylinder granules allows to derive a

dependency of the friction between single granules and the overall angle of

friction, which is commonly used to describe the macroscopic behaviour of

granular material.

This approach is valid for materials that have been subjected to some unidi-

rectional deformation, which enables shearing joints to establish. Such

behaviour is compatible with classic theories derived from the basic Rankine

concept.

In contrast to this, stochastically mixed materials with no deformation

history exhibit somewhat different characteristics since the deformation is

not concentrated to shearing joints. They can be described with good success

by a purely statistical approach. For this case the importance of small irregu-

larities on the surface of the model grains is pointed out.

Concerning the impact of the inner structure of a granular system, a scale

can be determined, where three classes are defined. At the first level single

particles are described, while the building of a network of force bearing

chains is addressed at the second level. A rough estimation of the mesh size

is given and confirmed by experimental results. At the third level the granu-

lar structure of a medium can be neglected and continuous theories work

well. 

Classification of the subject according to the Physics and Astronomy Classification
Scheme® (PACS®), prepared by the American Institute of Physics (AIP): PACS 45.70.Qj
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1  Introduction

The behaviour of granular material has been studied previously by many scientists [1,2]. In

particular, the state of static and slowly sheared systems has been the subject of several

investigations [11-13,18-22,25-27]. The current availability of affordable computing power

has given rise to simulations [14-15], since the indefinite position of a single granule within

the lot prohibits analytical approaches to detailed characterisations.

However, civil engineers know, that granular media behave very well according to phenome-

nological laws [8,9,28-33]. Several attempts have been made to describe them from a more

theoretical point of view [30,31,33,63,65,66,68,69], yet always comprising some phenome-

nological elements.

Restricting models to dry, cohesionless materials, where the intrinsic properties of the single

granules contribute only negligible impact on its macroscopic behaviour we find two funda-

mental issues: 

Besides the characterisation as a conglomerate, consisting of a large number of granules,

where position and orientation of single contacts are not defined, the contact itself is deter-

mined mainly through friction, which introduces another indefinite property of the lot

[17,25]. Hence, the behaviour of a sample concerning redirection of forces and stress is

dominated by two different aspects: the inherent particle friction and the structural

contribution.

Civil engineers describe the shear strength of granular soil mainly through macroscopic

properties like the angle of friction  and cohesion . Previous famous investigators likec
Coulomb [3,4] and later Rankine [5,6] have built up very basic and well-founded theories on

just these values. Some more recent developments can be found in references

[7-10,16,23,24,28-33].

Nevertheless, a very fundamental problem in understanding granular media turned out to be

the pure structural contribution to the overall stress transmission behaviour in contrast to the

true grain to grain friction-induced share. This has often been addressed theoretically, e.g. in

Ref. [68,69], but hardly tackled by experiments directly.

Experimental results concerning friction are not easy to obtain in a reproducible manner.

Nevertheless, the important role that friction plays within the context of stochastic structures

motivated us to perform the most basic experiment of soil mechanics: we established an
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elementary two-dimensional model of granular soil, consisting of well defined granules both

in shape and friction parameters and measured the transversal stress  in response to longi-3

tudinal compression stress , as a dimensionless averaged factor  .1 K = 3/ 1

The correspondence of the measurement results depending on coefficients of particle friction

and structure to the conventional macroscopic description is investigated and presented in

this dissertation.
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2 Granular Parameters in Soil Mechanics

Natural soil is a very complex conglomerate of several constituents, each contributing its

particular properties to the whole. 

Very roughly, cohesionless soil always comprises a set of granules, where the distribution of

size plays an important role. In particular, the broadness of the size distribution and the

density characterize the mechanical behaviour of the sample. Beyond this, each granule

contributes its local properties of shape, roughness, elasticity and strength to the lot. Further-

more, the presence of water in natural soil leads to cohesion, buoyant volume force and

hydrostatic pressure. Finally, due to the mainly frictional character of the particle interaction,

the deformation history of a sample highly influences the response of the sample to stress.

2. 1  General Remarks on Approaches to Soil Mechanics

Civil engineers need to describe the mechanical behaviour of natural soil in dependance of

strain and stress and to survey the limits of strength in order to provide a save loading capac-

ity, e.g. see Drucker, Greenberg, Prager [61,62,70]. Several sets of constitutive equations and

the appropriate macroscopic parameters summarize the results of this effort and are

commonly used in soil mechanics. As a typical detail, the relation of shear stress versus strain

according to de Borst and Vermeer [63] is plotted in the following graph:

  
FIG. 1. Typical  dependency of shear stress vs. strain.                               FIG. 2. Measured dependency of shear stress vs. strain 

In this graph, section I denotes elastic behaviour, followed by hardening in section II, and the

softening regime in section III.
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One first approach to an appropriate description is gained through theories of elasticity,

where all strain induced by applied stress is completely reversible. Linear elasticity defined

by the law of Hooke  and   is the first order approxima-k = E−1( k − j ) kj = E−12(1 + ) kj

tion valid for very small deformations while nonlinear but mainly still reversible effects -

besides e.g. the non reversible influence of porosity - occur with increasing strain. This is

well established in linear and nonlinear elastic theory, e.g. in Timoshenko [64]. (  are thek, k

strain and the stress in direction ,  and  is the shear strain and stress,  the modulusk kj kj E,
of Young and the Coefficient of Poisson).

With further increasing stress, the resulting strain is no more reversible and plasticity begins

to dominate the behaviour of soil. Constitutive equations reproduce plastic strain resulting

from a given stress state. Since the mechanism triggering the yielding process of the material

is very complex and dependant on the material and the type of stress (dynamic, static, impul-

sive), the particularly used criteria  is specified by different authors (assuming V

) [see e.g. 70] of which some examples are listed here:1 m 2 m 3

Hypothesis 1:  Largest principal stress  (Rankine) [5,6],  V = 1

Hypothesis 2: Largest shear stress  (Coulomb [3,4], St.Venant,V = 1 − 3 = 2 max

Tresca, Guest)

Hypothesis 3: Maximum strain  (Bach),V = 1 − ( 2 + 3)

Hypothesis 4: Maximum distortion energy

 (Huber, Hencky, Mises).V = 1
2 ( 1 − 2 )2 + ( 2 − 3 )2 + ( 3 − 1 )2

Hypothesis 5: Maximum distortion energy under the influence of hydrostatic stress 

(Drucker-Prager)V = ( 1 + 2 + 3 ) + 1
2 ( 1 − 2 )2 + ( 2 − 3 )2 + ( 3 − 1 )2

Decomposed natural soil comprises distinct elements of finite size. Thus, all descriptions

derived from continuous theories cover the average behaviour and in particular the average

particle-induced character of granular material. Some typical characteristics like e.g.

dilatancy need to have additional considerations. In a continuous description of natural

material, a central parameter of the plastic potential which governs the plastic strain rate is

the angle of dilatancy. The choice of its value determines the variation of the specimen

volume with the shearing deformation, and hence the character of the sample. Vermeer and
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de Borst present a very comprehensive view of the theoretical background and give appropri-

ate measurement results concerning this subject in Ref. [63].

Further investigations dealing with dilatancy on the basis of averaged geometrical considera-

tions of noncontinuous material were carried out by Goddard [68,69] in order to derive

appropriate predictions for the dilatancy characteristics of granular media. This extends the

fundamental approach of Reynolds [7].

Another theory is the Cosserat-Continuum, well described by de Borst in [65]. The effect of

finite size elements is taken into account by additionally introducing torque moments at the

points of contact. At the transition to a continuous theory, lengths are assumed to be small

enough to ensure infinitesimal volumes but still large enough to keep these torque moments

finite.

A well founded example of another continuous theory covering the behaviour of granular

material is the hypoplasticity model family of Kolymbas, Gudehus, Herle et al [30] which

uses seven macroscopic parameters obtained from experiments on natural soil. 

Many approaches are necessarily phenomenological in character since it is indispensable to

meet engineering requirements to describe real natural soil, especially regarding the predic-

tion of stability and deformation. On this basis, the physical task is to reconstruct the behav-

iour of a sample through microscopic mechanisms by creating simple comprehensible

models. This requires the modelling of the transition from properties of the particles to the

behaviour of the complex granular sample. Based on what we know about the underlying

processes, microscopic parameters can be developed which are in accordance with the

macroscopic parameters required by engineers.

As the perception of ‘friction’ is used both in macroscopic and in microscopic systems, it is

necessary to investigate its different meaning and its influence on the redirection of local

forces and average stresses. Yet, redirection of local forces and average stress is defined by

frictional properties in co-action with the finite structure of the granular system, so that the

question of the contributing rates arises.

Hence, this paper deals with the very fundamental problem in granular material physics,

which is the difficulty to distinguish between effects of grain to grain friction and effects of

packing organization in the description of stress transmission. In order to obtain results,

which are comparable to the known macroscopic characteristics of granular material, we
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chose an experimental approach and will discuss the measurement readings on the basis of

some appropriate plausibility computations.

Because the measurements described in this paper were carried out on a largely simplified

model of granular material, they need to be viewed on the background of real soil. For this

reason, some classical methods of characterising dry granular soil are shortly presented here.

Furthermore, typical ranges of parameters for natural soil are presented in order to provide a

more realistic picture of the situation.

2. 2  Angle of Friction and Cohesion of Natural Soil

Two types of experiments are used to determine the plastic parameters of natural granular

material like the Angle of Friction  and the cohesion , where the shear joint is predeter-c
mined or may develop freely:

2. 2. 1  Experiments with an undefined shear joint

Some experimental setups allow a shear joint to establish freely under a well defined stress

situation. They are classified by the different handling of the third principal stress . This3

may vary in the range from zero, which equals a plain two dimensional experiment, to a free

value controlled by a fixed position, inhibiting lateral expansion, which is typical for

problems which can be modelled in two dimensions.

In a Triaxial Compression Cell the lateral stresses  are kept equal on a cylindrical2, 3

sample by submerging it in a tank filled with water under pressure. The longitudinal stress 1

is applied by a hydraulic cylinder until the sample yields. The minimum diameter of the

probe is required to be at least ten times the maximum diameter of the granules. Several tests

conducted with different lateral stresses result in points on the yielding limit which can be

described quite well with a linear function. The gradient and offset of this approximation are 

 and .c

A True Triaxial Apparatus where all stresses or alternatively strains can be controlled
individually is complicated and expensive and hence is used only in scientific experiments.

Since only a few, well defined states of stress are required in soil mechanics in order to
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provide comparable parameters, a freely variable third principal stress is not necessary but

would be useful however very expensive. Thus, such tests are not common in soil mechanics.

In the Uniaxial Compression Test both lateral stresses  are zero. Besides some infor-2, 3

mation about the elastic behaviour, this apparatus only provides the compressive strength.

After all, a rough estimation of the angle of friction in correspondence to the cohesion can be

obtained from the uniaxial compression strength.

 
Triaxial Compression Cell Uniaxial Compression CellTrue Triaxial Apparatus

σ =σ32
σ =σ =032

1

1

σ +σ
σ

2

σ

σ

σ

σ

σ

σ

1

1

3

3

2

2 SampleSample

FIG. 3. Experiments allowing for free development of a shear joint

2. 2. 2  Experiments with a fixed shear joint

Other setups enforce a given shear joint, like the Frame Shearing Test or the Simple Shear

Method:

In a Frame Shearing Test two frames filled with the sample material are shifted against
each other while the normal load and the shear stress are measured. This is especially useful

for measuring the residual shearing strength. Also the angle of friction  and the cohesion c
can be derived easily.

The Simple Shear Method is still more basic as a volume of the sample material is deformed
rhomboidically while the vertical load and deforming stress are recorded. With this setup the

angle of dilatancy   can be obtained directly from the displacement parameters. (HoweverD

this is also possible with the Triaxial Compression Cell)

The main difference between these two methods is derived from the much better homogene-

ity of the stress situation of the Simple Shear Test which is not given by a Frame Shearing

Test.
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FIG. 4. Experiments enforcing a given shear joint 

In all cases the content of water in the tested soil plays an important role. Therefore, the test

instructions include directives of how the sample is to be dried or saturated prior to the

measurement. Thus, restricting a model to dry granular material is of extreme importance for

studying basic properties but at the same time denotes a significant discrepancy in compari-

son with real soil.

2. 3  Porosity/Packing Fraction

In soil mechanics, the value of porosity rsp. packing fraction and overconsolidation are a

very important parameters, defining essential consequences of the history of the material. In

particular, it subsumes parameters of shape, angularity, ability to keep a certain water content

and compaction.

Packing fractions  are defined in a different way compared to the physics of granular matter,

where  is the fraction of massive volume with respect to the total volume: .= Vmassiv
Vtotal

Instead, the porosity  is determined as the fraction of the totaln = Vtotal − Vmassiv
Vtotal

= 1 −

volume which is not filled by material.

Alternatively, the commonly used void ratio  is the ratio of empty volume toe = n
1 − n

massive volume.

Since the compaction process is mirrored to the porosity, many different values are presented

by several sources, each referring to a different situation and history of natural soil. Herle et

al. [30] uses a set of three void ratio values  to enter in the hypoplastic constitutiveei, ed, ec

equation.  represents the maximum void ratio, achieved by compressing isotropically fromei

an initial suspension.  is the void ratio at the most dense state, and  the void ratio of theed ec
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critical state. All three parameters are known to be dependent on the pressure and reach their

maximum at zero pressure. 

  

FIG. 5. Minimum and maximum void ratio dependent on uniformity and shape of granules (according to [30])

Some numerical values are presented in the following table (according [30]):

0,330,260,460,360,840,57
Dry wheat  (elliptic cylinders 

)l j 6.6mm, d j 3.7mm

0,310,250,420,350,730,53
Polymer Granulate (elliptic cylin-
ders )l = 4mm, d1 = 3mm, d2 = 4.5mm

0,220,140,310,210,450,26Hochstetten-Gravel  (rounded)
0,320,230,440,330,790,49

Silver-Leighton-Buzzard-Sand
(rounded)

0,350,270,480,380,930,60Ticino-Sand  (angular/rounded)
0,310,230,430,330,760,49Ottawa-Sand (round/rounded)
0,330,240,450,340,820,52Zbraslav-Sand  (angular/rounded)
0,330,250,460,350,840,53Karlsruhe-Sand  (rounded)
0,350,270,480,380,910,61Hostun-Sand (angular/rounded)
0,340,220,460,310,850,44Schlabendorf-Sand (rounded)
0,360,250,490,350,950,55Hochstetten-Sand (rounded)
0,370,270,490,380,980,61Toyoura-Sand  (angular/rounded)

 nmax
(2d) nmin

(2d) nmax
(3d) nmin

(3d) ec0 j emaxed0 j eminMaterial

The quoted porosity values  and  have been recalculated from the measured voidnmin
(3d) nmax

(3d)

ratios by:  . Additionally, a corresponding porosity value  for an(3d) = e/(e + 1) n(2d)

two-dimensional equivalent is specified by the relation , just convertingn(2d) j 1 − (1 − n(3d))
2
3

volumes to areas, which provides at least a rough estimation. 
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FIG. 6. Estimation of 2d-porosity from 3d measurements

2. 4  Particle Properties and Distribution in Natural Soils

In order to position the simplified granular model used in our measurements within the wide

range of natural soil, we need to compare it by some of the commonly used parameters.

The distribution of  particle sizes of soil is usually given as aggregate grading curves 

, where   is the normalized relative frequency of occurrence of aS(r) = ¶
0

d

h(d ∏)dd ∏ h(d∏)dd∏

granule with radius  in the interval . This definition is identical to the throughput of a setd dd∏

of sieves with increasing mesh width.

 
FIG. 7. Aggregate Grading Curve of Natural Soil (according to [57])
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The parameter of uniformity   which is determined as the ratio of diameters at 60% of totalU
weight and of 10% of total weight reflects the mean gradient of the aggregate grading curves

at the significant transition.

Furthermore, the shape and roughness of natural soil play a significant role and are classified

as follows:

    
FIG. 8. Different Shapes and Roughness of Granules in Natural Soil (according to [58])

The possible shape of granules ranges from ‘round’ to ‘flaky’, while the roughness is

described through attributes from ‘sharp’ to ‘smooth’.

Finally, the following table according to [30] reflects some typical classes of granular soil,

listed with possible values for the critical Angles of Friction , the average diameter c[o]

 and the Uniformity  characterising the granularity.d50[mm] U = d60/d10

39°1,003,70 mmDry wheat  (elliptic cylinders 
)l j 6.6mm, d j 3.7mm

32°1,003,00 mmPolymer Granulate (elliptic cylin-
ders )l = 4mm, d1 = 3mm, d2 = 4.5mm

36°7,202,00 mmHochstetten-Gravel  (rounded)

30°1,110,62 mmSilver-Leighton-Buzzard-Sand
(rounded)

31°1,400,55 mmTicino-Sand  (angular/rounded)

30°1,700,53 mmOttawa-Sand (round/rounded)

31°2,620,50 mmZbraslav-Sand  (angular/rounded)

30°1,850,40 mmKarlsruhe-Sand  (rounded)

31°1,680,35 mmHostun-Sand (angular/rounded)

33°3,090,25 mmSchlabendorf-Sand (rounded)

33°1,600,20 mmHochstetten-Sand (rounded)

30°1,460,16 mmToyoura-Sand  (angular/rounded)

 cUniformity UAv. Diameter d50Material
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Von Soos presents some more values in [58] for uniformly graded gravel where cohesion is

measured  and angles of friction in the range of   are obtained.c j 0 j 34o..42o

2. 5  Motivation for a Granular Model and Restrictions

The different aspects of grain to grain friction and the structural impact which presents itself

also as a virtual frictional term motivated us to carry out some direct measurements of the

force redirection ratio in a well defined two dimensional structural model of a granular

arrangement. 

The very simple model represents a small two dimensional section of a granular material.

The shape of the granules is defined cylindrical, the frictional characteristics of the granules

as well as the quality of the surface needs to be investigated. The granular arrangement ought

to be characterised by a fixed distribution of granule diameters and by carefully described

reproducible mixing and rearranging procedures. To be certain to include the observability of

self organisation effects, the extent of predeformation needs to be varied. Then the arrange-

ment of granules is to be loaded with forces, exposed to a precisely defined deformation

history and finally surveyed concerning the redirection of forces in the direction transversal

to the initial load. In order to separate the impact of grain to grain friction from the structural

influence this experiment is to be made with granules of the same shape and distribution, but

different surface materials causing different grain to grain friction.  

Yet, the measurements introduced in this paper need to be positioned in the context of soil

mechanics:

Naturally, the structural mechanisms of redirecting forces and stress are of three-

dimensional character. Yet, a 3D-model does not allow to visualize displacement

processes nor areal force distributions, which are crucial to be surveyed. Using a

2D-setup, made from small cylindrical ‘granules’, the relevant mechanisms can be inves-

tigated fundamentally. Then, the evaluated mechanisms can be transferred to natural soil,

but certainly not the quantitative values. 

Of particular importance in describing properties of natural soils is the most relevant

fraction of water. Such impact needs to be excluded from the model since it introduces

too many unknown parameters leading to mere fits instead of quantitative plausibility

considerations. 
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The model serves to understand principal interrelations, thus, the history of deformation

needs to be defined and repeated in a reproducible way. In the present experiments, we

need to survey the yield states and thus, have to be certain to exactly produce them.

Considering the distribution of cylinder diameters, designed to be handled manually, the

model represents the special case of uniformly graded coarse gravel. 

Measurements of the angle of friction of natural dry gravel lead to values of about 35°

and higher which needs to correspond approximately to the cylinder surface friction.

Other types of cylinders with the same geometry but different surface friction represent

analogous granular material with less frictional influence but identical structural impact.

Thus, surveying such models is expected to reveal some information about the structural

contribution to the redirection of forces, not necessarily for material with less inherent

friction. This means, that low friction cylinders leading to macroscopic angles of friction

of some 15° do not represent e.g. some clay materials, since clay is known to comprise

particles with a completely different distribution, emphasizing fine particles, a

non-negligible fraction of water and is strongly influenced by other effects like electro-

static adhesion, surface tension etc.

Thus, projecting the results to natural soil is acceptable if variability of the scale does not

have any influence. This might be true for absolutely hard and dry granules, where no

parameters are depending on absolute sizes, pressures or weight but is certainly not appli-

cable in general.

A proper model specified for investigating force and stress distributions needs to be

small. In this case, it is designed to represent a small section of the granular material

(ca.20x20 granules). Hence, it is not a ‘soil situation’ but an ‘infinitesimal’ volume

element. Again, this has no influence if the system can be assumed invariant to scaling,

but not in general.

In order to obtain significant differences in the structural arrangement of the granules,

deformation values in the range of  to  are projected, which need to bej 5 % j 20 %
judged in this respect. Referring to many different sources like [66], displacement values

of  are sufficient to produce completely sheared. Thus, one would not expectá 2 %
much of a difference between these limits. Yet, we need to consider the rough granularity

of the model. Limited to a volume of about 200mm length filled with cylinders of about

10mm diameter, a compression of  corresponds to a displacement within thej 5 %
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shearing joint of about one granule diameter while  equals a shift length of fourj 20 %
granule diameters.

It is understood that besides the density the angularity and shape of grains influence most

the macroscopic angle of friction, presumably more than the coefficient of grain to grain

friction. Thus, the experiments described here refer to very simple structures, reducing

the structural influence to circular cylinders but can easily be extended to more complex

shapes as the computations solely rest on geometrical arguments.

Investigation of the implicit elastic and plastic properties of the grains regarding strength

and deformation of the granular assembly is not the subject of this paper. Therefore,

grains in the present model are assumed to be not compressible and unbreakable.

Since it is known, that uniformly graded gravel ( ) can hardly be compacted, theU < 6
values of the packing fraction in our experiments will not develop that importance as they

do on natural soil.
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3  Experimental Setup

 
FIG. 9. Experimental apparatus                                                                                                  FIG. 10. Close up of the granular model 

3. 1  The Frame

The mechanical frame is based on a modular system of aluminium profiles and connectors

supplied by FMS/Bosch. This allows for the flexibility that an experimental setup requires. A

double frame surrounds the volume, which is formed by two parallel plates of glass, set at a

distance of 12 mm. This permits good observation from the lateral side, while forces can be

applied from any direction by moving steel boundaries (‘walls’) in and out. Forces up to

300 N can be imposed on the equipment without significant deformation. The inner surface

of the ‘walls’ is covered with PTFE in order to minimize frictional boundary effects.

Looking very much like an aquarium, the frame acquired this nickname.

     
 FIG. 11. Schematic view of the experimental setup
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3. 2  The Granular System

The experimental volume of interest (240 mm x 210 mm x 12 mm) is filled with small cylin-

ders, made from photo elastic plastics.

The distribution of cylinder diameters was chosen around a nominal value of 10 mm, allow-

ing enough variance to inhibit effects derived from the symmetry. A minimum diameter of

8 mm was selected to avoid clamping, while only very few cylinders reach a maximum of

30 mm to ensure a sufficient number of contacts within the volume. A total number of about

400 cylinders in the volume provides an average of 20 contacts to each side wall, contribut-

ing to the particular force measurement.
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FIG. 12. 2D-model of granular material: Distribution of diameters. (File: FrequencyOfSize.123)

While the cylinder core material is mainly Polyester resin, the required variation in angles of

friction is achieved by the use of different coatings applied to the circumference. 

One set of cylinders was uncoated Polyester (PET), a second set was coated with Teflon tape

(PTFE), and a third set was enveloped in Polyolefin (POC) sheathing. To enlarge the number

of available coefficients of friction, a fourth type of cylinder was used, which is completely

made of Polyvinylchloride (PVC). Though these elements cannot be used for photo elastic

experiments, they contribute interesting additional observations. 

 

FIG. 13. Samples of cylinders

PVC (red), Tinted PTFE (blue),  PET
(transparent), Covered POC (black:)
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3. 3  The Polariscope

The photo elastic effect can be used to observe the building of force chains [26, 46, 47]. A

monochrome, circular polarized LED source illuminates the window from behind, where an

industrial CCD-camera takes the pictures from the front through a circular polarized analyser.

A full-size condenser lens placed just behind the window allows for small and concentrated

light sources. The pictures are captured by an electronic picture processing system which

slightly enhances the contrast and color. With this, movies of any motion driven force devel-

opment can easily be recorded and analysed. 

 

Red light
source

Polarizer λ/4 plate

Condensor
Acrylic Experimental

Volume

λ/4 plate Analyser

CCD-
Camera

FIG. 14.  Schematic view of the polariscope setup

The usage of circular polarised light in this arrangement allows for the visualisation of the

difference of the principal stress  independent of the absolute angle of the direction( I − III )

of the principal stress with respect to the setup. Due to the singular character of the load at

the contacts, synchronous increase of both stress components is rarely to be expected. Thus

any grain exposed to stress or at least the surrounding area of a stressed contact simply lights

up and indicates its participation in bearing forces.

 
FIG. 15. Exemplary processed image, where the colour transition to yellow indicates bearing forces
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3. 4  The Force Transmission

The setup allows the application of feeding forces up to 300 N from any side. Within this

range electric spindle drives supply active positioning independent of forces, while low

friction pneumatic cylinders allow for position-independent constant forces.

All forces are observed by industrial load cells, positioned within the mounting tappets of the

moveable ‘walls’. In this way, accumulated forces of the total granular volume are measured.

The signals were recorded using a locking amplifier, fixed on a 1000 Hz sine wave

excitation. Measurements are possible up to 100 Hz for up to 10 channels with an accuracy of

l 0.3 %

Positions are read out roughly through potentiometric sensors over a range of 100 mm

(Accuracy ), where small variations are observed using dial gauges (Accuracy!0.1 %
0.01 mm).

Data acquisition is run through a PC-based data logger, to be recorded, interpreted and

stored. 

3. 5  Universality

The described setup makes it easy to set up for diverse further measurements: Besides

feeding stress and strain to a model of granular material and observing the resulting force

chains with their accompanying lateral stresses and motion, any kind of additional detail can

be investigated as well: coefficients of friction, angles of repose, elastic parameters and

friction to walls are examples of the particulars to be tracked.
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4  Measurements of Averaged Forces

Remark: The measurements described in this chapter, together with the obtained basic results

are also discussed in [67].

4. 1  Friction Measurements

Besides the structural impact on the behaviour of granular material, the coefficient of grain to

grain friction  can be taken to be the most important parameter.0

While the common approach [3,4,5,8,9] defines the coefficient of friction inversely from the

response of the system as a macroscopic effective parameter, the influences of structure and

grain to grain friction need to be separated. Therefore, the microscopic coefficient of friction

was measured carefully in advance in order to correlate it to the observed behaviour.

Efforts have been spent on understanding microscopic frictional mechanisms by a number of

researchers [59,60]. Currently a continuous transition from static to dynamic friction is estab-

lished based on a strong dependency on the velocity of a contact movement. In particular,

velocity weakening causes the coefficient of friction  to increase significantly with decreas-0

ing contact velocity in the range of  to . Thus,  can rather not be10−1 mm/s 10−4 mm/s 0

treated as a constant but needs to be corrected by a logarithmic function of the displacement

speed. Measuring  at the state of incident failure would provide a correct static value, yet it0

still depends on the age of the contacts. This introduces some difficulty in choosing a proper

method to obtain representative friction coefficient values .0

Since this work aims at the structural impact on effective friction, the measure of the coeffi-

cients was taken under circumstances as close as possible to the conditions found in the

granular system. As the granular material is sheared slowly by a spindle drive (see next

section), lost contacts are constantly replaced by new contacts. Hence, we used the same

model at the same velocity to obtain representative friction coefficients: A slowly moving

contact is repeatedly opened and closed while the varying friction force is observed. In

particular, the rise of the retaining force when closing the contact supposably represents the

situation best and yields proper coefficients of friction for comparison purposes with the

behaviour of complex granular material.

To implement such an experiment, a single contact of the particles involved was loaded with

different forces and then moved slowly for a distance of some 10 mm in order to eliminate
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local irregularities. The measurement is then repeated moving in the opposite direction, thus

averaging mechanical effects.

 

Direction of Motion (Sliding)
(Rolling inhibited)

Normal Load

Retaining
Force

Substrate
Coating

Coating

Core
FR

FN

FIG. 16. Schematic view of the experimental setup used to measure friction parameters

Conventional load cells are used in conjunction with a sensitive Locking Amplifier to record

the retaining friction force. The different loads are gauged using the same system prior to the

actual measurement.

The speed of moving was set to about 0.25 mm/s to avoid the influence of dynamic effects.

Constant speed could be ensured by using an electric motor spindle drive.

While moving, the load was repeatedly removed and reapplied. These reapplied load steps

can be observed well, even on widely varying underground. After averaging the noise the

amplitude of the steps were recorded for an ample number of transitions per load value. Then

the number of measured  retaining friction force values  corresponding to the particularFR

normal force  which is given by the applied load allows for regressional analysis to deter-FN

mine the grain to grain friction as the ratio  .0 = FR
FN

 

FIG. 17. Typical plot of friction force vs. measurement time during load steps (File:FrictionDemo.JPG) 
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The tested surface coatings were: Teflon (PTFE), Polyvinylchloride (PVC), Polyolefin

(POC) and Polyester (PET).

In order to verify the reproducibility, some of the measurements were repeated with

positively validating results. 

Mean retaining force values  corresponding to a load  were plotted on graphs. ThenFR FN

regression lines were computed to represent the gradient . Since the interpolation lines0

meet the origin of the graph within their error margins, cohesion  is obtained asc j 0
expected for dry friction.

Fairly high coefficients of regression  allow for a first order approximation of the result,R2

neglecting nonlinear influences of the hertzian nature of the contacts. In order to obtain a

reasonable error estimation, finally all results concerning a combination of materials were

taken into account for further regression analysis.
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FIG. 18. Friction forces vs. normal load, experimentally obtained from different surface coatings (File: FrictionComplete.123)

As was expected, the single values show a wide variation due to the statistical nature of the

contacts. Nevertheless, regression analysis of the measurement, taking into account about

150-200 ’steps’ per combination of materials yields amazingly good and reproducible results.

The following table shows the finally obtained values:
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+/- 2,99°+/- 1,60°+/- 1,56°+/- 0,86°Interval of Confidence (95%)

36,34°19,71°11,33°7,75°Corresp. Angle of Friction   arctan 0

+/- 0,052+/-0,028+/- 0,028+/- 0,016Accuracy (95%)

0,7360,3580,2000,136Gradient  0

0,9960,9970,9900,975Coefficient of Regression(Means)

0,9170,8240,6780,761Coefficient of Regression(All)

PolyesterPolyolefinPVCTeflonMaterial

Remark: The grain to grain angle of friction  is not equivalent to the Angle of0 = arctan 0

Friction , describing the shear resistance of the grain assembly, which is additionally

dependant on the form, grain size, distribution and density of the assembly. Here it is speci-

fied only for clearness. In the following,  resp.  is always used for the grain0 0 = arctan 0

to grain friction, while  represents the angle of friction of an assembly of grains.

4. 2  Estimation of Unevenness

Due to the fabrication process, the cast cylinders display significant unevenness. Assuming

constant distribution of contacts over the whole range of angles, this property might be

ignored, since such irregularities provide symmetrically rising and falling slopes, where

additional positive and negative terms to the angle of friction cancel each other. Yet on the

basis of self organising processes this symmetry cannot always be preconditioned.

In order to understand the circumstances of our measurements, the unevenness was recorded.

While turning a cylinder between two sensing heads, the absolute height of irregularities for

every type of surface material were surveyed and mapped:

0,110,090,07Error (95%) [mm]

0,23<< 0,010,230,24Mean Roughness [mm]

TeflonPolyvinylcloridPolyolefinPolyester

The statistical errors are high due to the random selection of tested cylinders. Nevertheless,

the amount of noise read from the smooth PVC cylinders produced on the lathe serves as a
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well defined indication for the quality of the measurements. Thus the error can be assumed to

be about 21%.

4. 3  Coefficient of Lateral Stress

Most of our work aims at the measurement of the lateral stress , responding to longitudi-3

nal stress , applied to a model of granular material with a well defined coefficient of1

friction in comparison to ancient approved theories like that of Rankine [5,6]. In contrast to

his approach, we are observing not a complete ‘soil’-situation but a volume, small enough to

be independent of boundary conditions, but still large enough that discreteness of the grains

has no more influence.

In order to allow precise observation of the granular material, all experiments had been

carried out in two dimensions, while most approaches imply 3D-measurements. The impact

of this restriction will be considered when comparisons are drawn. 

4. 3. 1  Coordinate System

All measurements were carried out using the following coordinate system:

 

+x

+y

-y

-x σσ

σ3

1

σ3

1

Compression is taken to be positive
while tension is negative

FIG. 19. Orientation and coordinate system used in this paper

4. 3. 2  Constructing an Unambiguous State

Due to the known nonlinear character of friction a grain contact can bear a wide range of

tangential forces without making this visible to an external observer. Thus only the extreme

border states, where friction helps most to withstand a deformation can be observed and are
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of greater interest. These two available border states, in both positive and negative directions

of movement are closely related to the ‘Active’ and the ‘Passive’ state defined by Rankine,

and therefore denoted accordingly in this paper. Since the states are symmetrical in terms of

stress (not in terms of deformation), it is sufficient to survey one of them. We define it by

compressing a granular system in the horizontal direction, where friction between the grains

impedes deformation. With increasing stress, sliding becomes possible because friction

forces are now not strong enough to prevent movement. Vertical expansion is then observed,

the stress no longer increases and the border state is reached.

However, well determined measurements presuming this state all over the volume can only

be achieved by carefully creating a suited motion-history of the model. Due to the stochastic

character of the building of structures like force chains, many motion cycles where one

provides a single pair of values  as described below had to be executed and analysed( 3, 1)

in order to obtain reproducible results. An ample number of such pairs acquired with a

certain set of granules where the grain to grain friction is known, finally allows for regression

analysis to form a reliable average ratio K = 3
1

All measurement cycles have been taken in the same manner (See following figure): Into a

fixed two-dimensional volume, containing the granular material, the left wall is pushed

inwards, forcing the granules to rise to the fixed top (Fig. Part a). Besides the small friction

force introduced by the experimental apparatus, an additional basic force is needed to shear

the system against its own weight. Then, with a little more pressure, the desired horizontal

force is applied (Fig. Part b).

Holding this for a while, a bit of creep is observed, when single contacts are shifting to reach

more stable positions. This behaviour tends to move the system away from the border state.

Therefore, the upper wall of the volume is slowly lifted by about 300µm to allow the system

to reach the ‘active’ state definitely (Fig. Part c). In this way, the vertical as well as the

horizontal forces decrease slightly. At the end of this process to ensure the limiting state, the

granular system immediately begins to lose this state again, proven by a small rise of the

vertical force while horizontal forces are still decreasing.

Finally, the left wall is driven back to its initial state, where all the forces are expected to

vanish and the set up is ready for another cycle (Fig. Part d).
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a. Initial horizontal compression

motion

motion motion

300   m motion

300   m motion

μ

μ

vert. force

vert. force

horiz.force horiz.force

motion

d. Releasing horiz. hold, all forces decay

b. Vertical contact, horiz. forces rise to desired 
value, vert. forces develop accordingly

c. Releasing vertical hold - reach active state

FIG. 20. Schematic view of measurement cycle to achieve an active state. Bold double arrows indicate motion while light arrows are forces

The characteristic stress development of such a cycle is exemplarily shown in the following

figure:

    

FIG. 21. Typical stress development during deformation cycle (File: MeasurementCycle UCT25.123)

Several aspects had to be considered carefully, to achieve a satisfactory acquisition of the

factor   accurately in the desired border active state:K = 3
1
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Calibration of the load cells has to be made before and after every set of measurements. 

The more or less constant friction forces of the setup must be eliminated.

Care must be taken to certainly localize the final active state of the granular material for

each measurement cycle. Further tests have been performed successfully in order to gain

certainty of this state (See Chapter 4.5 Excursion: Confirmation of Active State) 

Because of the stochastic character of the problem,  can only be obtained as the result ofK
regression analysis. In this case the regression coefficient  does not tell much about theR2

quality of the measurement, but indicates the broadness of responses to the possible

states. Thus, many samples will indicate only the distribution of possible arrangements.

In order to interpret the cycles, the stress transmission  was displayed against the stress1

response  to obtain significant hysteresis diagrams.3

 
FIG. 22. Hysteresis diagram of typical deformation cycle (File: MeasurementCycle UCT25.123)

In preparation of the physical analysis, the hysteresis diagrams of all cycles were analysed

with the following results:

In general, the properties, mentioned above, can easily be observed. Especially the point

where the granular material is completely activated is well defined. Besides the fact that this

point can be just ”seen”, it is bound to be the minimum gradient, observed within the cycle.

Any other, higher gradient will not denote the active state.
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It seems appropriate to select the last part of the activating line, which is linearly well corre-

lated, to obtain the gradient, which is identical to . Linear regression analysis supplies theK
tools for it. Unfortunately, these lines are much too short to ensure small error bars. 

The rising slope at the beginning of each cycle obviously displays the same gradient as at the

end of the activation part of it. So regression analysis over this segment offers another way to

interpret the readings. There we noticed at a certain - mostly constant height - a step in the

hysteresis diagram. This step could be identified as the clearance of the mechanical set-up,

but does not influence the results.

Due to the fact, that all the linear parts of the diagrams were too short and to widely spread to

yield better results than such with up to 25 % uncertainty, a different way was needed to find

a more satisfactory analysis.

For this reason, several cycles have been carried out with different maximum horizontal

forces. Thus, each of the well-defined ‘active points’ of every cycle lies on a different force

level. With a proper reference, eliminating systematic errors like the  friction of the bearings

of the experimental setup, the entirety of cycles yields a coverage of the force range that can

be analysed with good results. 

This raises the question of a good reference for each cycle. 

 
FIG. 23. Typ. Stress development and possible reference point (File: Reference for MeasurementCycle UCT25.123)

From the hysteresis diagrams we note, that stress values  before and after each cycle do not3

vary significantly. Yet, we observe a greater horizontal base value at the beginning of the

cycle, where the granules are sheared to fill the volume. Therefore a position on this base
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value is not a very well determined reference, on the one hand because of its noisy character,

on the other hand due to the insecure selection of a point on the soft knee at the beginning of  

the ascent.

The frictional contribution of the experimental setup is very obvious and can be taken into

account. Using regression analysis these constant offset will have no effect on the calculation

of the gradient.

Aside from this, sometimes a certain small offset on the vertical stress value  is noticed1

during some cycles. Nevertheless, we assume, that on the rising segment of the cycle where

the main forces are applied, the vertical mechanics is set under pressure, which causes

slightly enlarged parameters of friction within the setup. Certainly, this remains constant

during the release period as all changes taking place during the measurement cycle are

accomplished after the feeding force has been released. Thus the final state is the best refer-

ence for the most recent cycle.

Remark: Since the active state is defined as a situation, where grain to grain friction bears

most of the applied force, it is characterised by the minimum of the ratio . The following3
1

graph shows the typical progression of this value based on the reference discussed above for

the considered unloading part of the experiment. The active state can clearly be obtained and

verified at the time . j 9.8 s

 
FIG. 24. Confirmation of active state as the minimum of the force ratio (File: MeasurementCycle Min UCT25.123)
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4. 3. 3  Measuring the Lateral Stress Factors

It is known from shearing experiments that in dependence of the materials density the devia-

tor  develops through a peak to an asymptotical critical value when sheared.1/ 3 (= 1/K)

This behaviour is a consequence of the generation of shearing joints which is closely related

to the variation of the void ratio . e

 
FIG. 25. Qualitative development of stress deviation and void ratio when sheared acc. To Herle [30] (File: AxStrain.wmf)

Hence in the simplified model surveyed in this project effects of different value and character

are expected to be to observed, when the granular material is compressed horizontally to a

variable extent, while it expands freely in the vertical direction. Such a procedure is likely to

allow self organising mechanisms to develop, which cause significant differences in . OnK
the other hand the same may lead to relaxation processes, provoking compensation by statis-

tical averaging. Since the process of developing such behaviour corresponds to raising the

level of organisation by forced deformation, in this paper, measurements are classified as

being of High or Low Level of Organisation (‘HLO’ or ‘LLO’).

To understand these effects and possibly eliminate them, two types of cycles were performed:

For measurements with Low Level of Organisation (‘LLO’), the volume is filled with
carefully mixed cylinders. The size of the window had previously been preset, so that it can

be completely filled. After that, the loading branch is characterized by a very small percent-

age of horizontal compressing before the top is reached and forces begin to rise. The typical

horizontal deformation in this process is approximately 5 % of the window size (  av.j 1
Diameter). In this configuration largely no structures generated by self organising
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mechanisms corresponding to shear zones were observed and thus no significant impact of

such is assumed.

Hence, expecting strong influences of the initial configuration, for each material thirty

sequences were recorded, containing each at least five to six cycles. Ever after two sequences

the granular material was remixed again to avoid the building of structures within the system.

To be certain of the drift behaviour, horizontal as well as vertical gauging was analysed

before and after every ten sequences. Thus, about 170 cycles were provided for further inves-

tigation for each of the four surface materials.

Measurements with High Level of Organisation (‘HLO’) are characterized by free horizon-
tal deformation of about 20 % of the length (  av. diameters), before the granules touch thej 4
upper bound and the forces begin to rise. These series allow for the development of observ-

able shearing joints and are therefore assumed representative for a stationary state. Three sets

consisting of sixteen sequences were executed. Anticipating balancing effects through the

long range of predeformation, mixing and reloading the granules was done every two

sequences. A sequence contains only two cycles, so overall this yields about 90 pairs of

values for each surface material. Gauging again was done before and after each set to keep

control over possible drifting effects.

Remark: Besides measurements of  for both the configurations, the variation of the densityK
rsp. the packing fraction in both cases needs to be investigated, which is done in Chapter 5.

Typical summaries of such a set of values look like this:
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R² = 0.85   Number = 152   
Gradient = 0.456

Subsumption LLO-Readings, Material: PVC 

FIG. 26. Exemplary set of measured values: Horiz. stress vs. responding vert. stress (File: Subsumption UCV.123)
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Depending on influences like creep, time dependent effects or low values, some of the

measurements are wider spread than others. Regression analysis was used, to eliminate this

as well as to give a good estimation for errors. Again, larger deviation from the mean, results

from the stochastic character of the generating of structures. 

4. 3. 4  Side Effects

The gradient of the regression line yields the total stress ratio  , possibly consisting ofKtotal

several fractions contaminating the pure frictional and structural value. 

In order to achieve a measure for the behaviour introduced by sliding contacts, the elastic

contribution as well as the influence of other potential side effects needs to be investigated. 

4. 3. 4. 1  Elastic Transversal Force 

As for all materials, the resin cylinders exhibit elastic behaviour, which might contribute an

additional value of lateral force response to the longitudinal force besides the frictional

portion. Hence we find a possible additive correction 

 Ktotal = Kfrict + Kelast

activated by the impeded lateral strain which needs to be measured separately and judged for

its influence on the readings.

In order to obtain at least  the magnitude of the elastic contribution to the frictional and struc-

tural value , two additional sequences of measurement had been performed: First a singleK
cylinder, made of the selected resin, was loaded with varying forces while observing the

lateral force, induced by the Coefficient of Poisson and the Modulus of Young. A second test

was performed, reading the same values, but pressing on a miniature-structure, formed by

four cylinders, glued together, in order to gain the shearing influence on the lateral force

factor. A set of about 140 values per orientation, spread over a range of seven different loads

was the basis for regression analysis and yielded the following results with small errors:
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Applied Force Applied Force

Measured

glued connection

Measured
Force Force

F load
F load

Fresponse
Fresponse

FIG. 27. Schematic view of measurement setup in order to obtain the elastic contribution

Taken in the two extreme orientations as shown, we obtain a small additional transverse force

factor of 

           for the vertical andKelast
vert = Fresponse

Fload j 0.030 ! 0.00064

            for the diagonal orientation. Kelast
diag = Fresponse

Fload j 0.042 ! 0.0024

Additional tests were performed, to verify that the PVC-cylinders did not present signifi-

cantly different corrections

The discrepancy between the measured values and the expected coefficient of Poisson 

is a direct consequence of the difference between square elements and circularj 0.3 j Kelast

disks. On a rectangular element, the boundary condition of blocked strain effects is valid all

over the boundary and therefore reactive stress is returned for every locus of the sample. In

contrast to this, on circular disks the boundary condition only limits the strain at the small

contact areas. Thus, most of the circumference is free to develop strain and hence returns

much less reactive stress. 

 

σLoad σLoad

σResponse
σResponse

Totally impeded lateral strain Locally impeded lateral strain

Strain
possible atNo strain

possible most angles

FIG. 28. Different consequences of impeded horizontal strain on rectangular and circular elements
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Remark: Since the acquisition of the elastic contribution value (impeded longitudinal strain)

does not completely reflect the situation of the granular material in the yielding state,  the

correction quantity is rated to be taken with care. Nevertheless the correction is assumed to

be essential for the admissibility of proceeding further. 

4. 3. 4. 2  Friction at the Glass Walls

Due to the cylindrical form of the granular elements, no significant force is fed into the

contact to the glass walls. Short estimations gave evidence, that even in the worst case of

configuration, the retaining force of friction is below some 0.1% of the initiating load. Thus

its influence can be neglected in this context.

4. 3. 4. 3  Friction at the Limiting Side Walls

The side walls, which transfer all the forces to the granular model are subject to friction-

forces too high to be disregarded. Taking the model as one compact block, even when having

PTFE coatings on the side walls, they may reach  which would modify the readw = 0.05..0.2
Lateral Force Factor significantly.

Fortunately the granular system does not act as a compact block. Rather being comparable to

a loose conglomerate of cylinders, there is no need to really shift the elements contacting the

side walls while compressing or expanding. Pictures from the polariscope may serve as

additional proof for this, as they show no exceeding stress at the corners of the volume of

interest, where the greatest deformation would be expected. Thus friction to the side walls

can be completely left out of consideration.  

 
FIG. 29. Typical polariscope picture, indicating no exceeding stress at the corners
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4. 3. 5  Final Readings

Finally, the results  of all the sequences are summarized in the following table. Now thatK

they are definitely taken in an active state of the granular material, they can be called , inKa

accordance with soil mechanics practice.

0,1610,3140,4150,454  (HLO)Ka
frict

0,1630,2350,4190,307  (LLO)Ka
frict

-0,037-0,037-0,037-0,037elast. contrib.

+/-0,031+/-0,040+/-0,039+/-0,043Error 95%

0,1980,3510,4520,491  (HLO)Ka
total

+/-0,024+/-0,031+/-0,031+/-0,025Error 95%

0,2000,2720,4560,344  (LLO)Ka
total

+/-2,99°+/-1,60°+/-1,56°+/-0,86°Error +/-

36,34°19,71°11,33°7,75°0 = arctan 0

PolyesterPolyolefinPVCTeflon

In this table  is the angle calculated from the grain to grain coefficient of0 = arctan 0

friction , where the angle of friction  for an assembly of grains is assumed to be a0

function of . The row denoted LLO lists the Lateral Stress Factors for States of Low Level0

of Organisation (i.e. ) while row HLO is the same for granular material with Highj 5 %
Level of Organisation (i.e. ). Error bars are calculated for the 95%-percentile. Elasticj 20 %
impact is eliminated from the final result.

The following graphs display the resulting  vs. the grain to grain angle of friction Ka
frict

. In order to illuminate the deviation, a theoretical line  in the0 = arctan 0 Ka
R = tan2( 4 − 2 )

style of a Rankine approach is added, where equivalence of the grain to grain Angle of

Friction  and the Assembly Angle of Friction is assumed.0
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FIG. 30. Final measurement results for LLO-systems (File: Readings UC.123)

 

FIG. 31. Final measurement results for HLO-systems (File: Readings TC.123)

4. 4  First Discussion of Results, General Remarks

As the plotted errorbars indicate the results can be rated accurate enough to proceed to

further analysis. Furthermore several series of measurements have been repeated to ensure

reproducibility with no significant difference.  

The first impression of the observed values is that completely different mechanisms are

working on higher deformation (~20 %) than on low deformation (~5 %). 
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Starting from a more or less statistical state and allowing no restructuring, some force chains

take over most of the longitudinal stress and therefore do not produce much lateral stress.

Building up these force chains underlies mainly local selforganising effects, no restructuring

processes are available to compensate. Nevertheless, the measurements exhibit a tendency to

a smooth line, a good deal beyond the Rankine relation, where  is assumed, with an0 =

exception of the PVC-Material value. This material obviously indicates an additional differ-

ent effect.

Allowing for further restructuring, under deformation of some 20 %, this discrepancy has

completely vanished. Images of the polariscope show well distributed patterns, with no

observable difference between the miscellaneous surface materials. Thus we assume, that

such a forced deformation enables restructuring processes to accomplish and, hence, can

serve as a proper model for granular materials with a known history of unidirectional motion.

Remark:  It must be kept in mind, that in this experiment a compression rate of  equalsj 5%
a displacement of about one average diameter of the granules, while  describes aj 20%
displacement of four average diameters. 

It can be clearly seen in both cases, that the grain to grain friction alone is not sufficient to

explain the low ratio . Hence an additional structural impact is obvious and will beKa
frict

quantified and calculated in chapter 9 and 10 after all measurement procedures have been

described and the results presented. In particular the variation of the density is expected to

play an important role and will be discussed in chapter 7 and 8.

4. 5  Excursion: Confirmation of Active State

Since granular material always remains in a state between the active state and the passive

state, it turns out to be difficult to be certainly observing the one or the other limit, especially

when these border states possibly vary in dependence of a varying density. 

In order to ensure, that the measurement cycles described above provide the active state,

several additional measurements have been made.

Therefore the cycle, originally designed to ensure an active state (See figure, part a-c),was

extended by a second compression section, where the top horizontal wall is pushed

downwards until a certain force limit is reached (Fig. part d). Then, the vertical wall is drawn
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back in steps, releasing the force again and thus providing a passive state (Fig. part e). The

final removing of all forces leads back to the initial state of the experiment (Fig. part f). This

procedure allows for comparison of the border states and gives a qualitative evidence for the

validity of the previously obtained results.

The complete cycle can be described as follows:

 

  a. Initial compressing                b. Vertical contact, forces rise           c. Release horizontal hold: 

d. Compress vertically             e. Release vertical hold :Passive State       f. Release all forces  

Reach Active State

motion

motion

motion

motion

vert. force

vert. force

horiz. force

horiz. force

horiz. force

horiz. force

vert. force

vert. force

300   m motion

300   m motion

300   m motion300   m motion

μ

μμ

μ

FIG. 32. Schematic view of extended measurement cycle. Bold double arrows indicate motion while light arrows are forces

Several of these cycles have been recorded. Since this experiment is only needed as a qualita-

tive argument, no statistical analysis over the lot of possible configurations is required.

Therefore, only one surface material (PVC) was used for the tests and extra mixing proce-

dures could be omitted.

The resulting diagrams show the variation of the vertical and the horizontal forces. The first

releasing of forces provides the active branch, where the ratio of vertical and horizontal

forces gives the lateral force factor  for the present configuration of contacts. It can beKa

obtained easily as the gradient of the branch through regressional analysis of the regarded

measurement points. Care must be taken, not to include some visible small horizontal steps,

where single cylinders slide out of their position to make way for another contact.

The second releasing of forces constitutes the passive state. Thus regressional analysis of this

branch yields the lateral force factor . Kp
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Some cycles needed to be excluded from the interpretation since a major rearrangement of

the position occurred during the measurement; so active and passive branches were no more

comparable.

A typical cycle hysteresis is shown in the following diagrams:

 
FIG. 33. Exemplary measurement I results confirming the achievement of an active state (File: PassV13 Diagram Disp.123)

 
FIG. 34. Exemplary measurement II results confirming the achievement of an active state (File: PassV13 Diagram Disp.123)

Typically, the passive branch (Fig. part e) is well defined and shows no irregularities.

Furthermore the changeover (part c-d) from the active to the passive state allows to observe
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the reaching of the fully passive state. With this, the slope  can be obtained by regressionalKp

methods (line along e-f). Since it is much more difficult to extract the undisturbed slope of

the active branch (c), two lines representing the theoretical active state on the basis of the

inverted value are drawn along section c. In this picture as well as in others, coinci-Ka = Kp
−1

dences of the measured values descending with the theoretical lines, beyond single slipping

contacts, give evidence, that the active state is reached with good reliability at this point of

the cycle. 

The influence of the small reconfiguration processes does not modify the slope itself, but

needs to be taken into account when quantitative results are expected. Then, these are only

some of the many restructuring processes, which are part of the history of the material to be

considered.

In order to prove the reliability of generating active and passive states by the described defor-

mation cycles, the correlation of the active branches to the corresponding passive branches

was investigated. Since the validity of  serves as a useful criterion both these values  Ka = 1
Kp

 and  have been read in pairs manually from the printouts of the measurements as theKa Kp

gradients of the corresponding branches. In this procedure all visible steps produced by

restructuring processes have been eliminated. After all the values of each pair were multi-

plied and then plotted as a frequency distribution based on classes, each 0.1 units wide. 
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FIG. 35. Frequency distribution for  (File: ActPass-Analysis.123)KaKp

The clearly visible sharp maximum at  reflects satisfactory consistency of  KaKp j 1

 as expected.Ka = Kp
−1
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5  Measurement of Porosity rsp. Packing Fraction 

In classic soil mechanics, the porosity , i.e. the ratio of the pore volume to then = V − Vm
V

total volume, plays a dominant role besides the coefficient of friction. It can be measured

easily and reflects some information about the mechanical state of the granular material

resulting from its deformation history. In order to gain an appropriate picture of the consid-

ered situation, we surveyed the 2D porosity of the granular model after being exposed to

different displacement histories. 

Remark: In many papers the packing fraction parameter  (alternatively used symbol ) is

used instead, which is defined as the ratio of the massive volume to the total volume 

= Vm
V = 1 − n

5. 1  Minimum Porosity/Maximum Packing Fraction

Since theoretical computations of porosity values are built on the basis of equally sized cylin-

ders, the maximum density for the distribution of cylinder diameters used here needed to be

measured directly. It was determined by experimental cyclic shearing of a defined set of

cylinders; a procedure which, according to Herle [30] is likely to produce the minimum

porosity.

Thus, a scaled set of cylinders on a horizontal table was manually deformed alternately in

both directions until no more compacting was observed. 

 
FIG. 36.  Procedure to experimentally produce a minimum porosity for the granular model used here
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Repeating such cycles several times a minimum porosity of 

            nmin
PTFE j 0.171 ! 0.029 nmin

PVC j 0.183 ! 0.027 nmin
POC j 0.197 ! 0.024 nmin

PE j 0.181 ! 0.030

was obtained from the final extent of the bounds and the known volume of the cylinders. The

repeated deformation is mainly useful to eliminate the impact of friction between the grains

and finally reach a state which is only ruled by the structural properties of the granular

material. Therefore a porosity value independent of the type of cylinder surface is expected

which corresponds well to the obtained results. 

Remark: The system resulting from this procedure can still easily be sheared and is therefore

not completely compacted. Thus it corresponds best to the „critical state“ rsp. transition

state according to Behringer [26,27]. 

5. 2  Packing Fraction after Unidirectional Deformation

Since the surface friction is expected to have great influence on the development of the

packing, the final porosity for the three different materials PET, POC and PTFE needed to be

measured after exposing the granular system to a well defined linear unidirectional deforma-

tion. 

The LLO-measurements were taken after having passed about   unidirectional defor-j 5 %
mation, while the HLO set-up had been exposed to about   unidirectional deforma-j 20 %
tion as was done before in determination of the lateral stress response.

The final two dimensional volume was read from a video frame, selected at the point of

maximum stress and corrected for geometrical aberrations of the image.

The volume of the sum of the cylinders was calculated from the mixture filled in and

expanded by the thickness of the used coating. A minor correction was made to consider the

thickness of the elastic Polyolefin coating in a compressed state.

Since a recording of the measurements concerning PVC cylinders was not available but the

value was of great interest, the porosity  was measured manually after a very rough unidi-n
rectional deformation of about  and . j 5 % j 20 %

The following graph shows the result:
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 FIG. 37. Measured porosity values (File: PackingDensity.123)

0,0430,0300,0490,0340,0480,0240,0500,035Error
(95%Conf.Int)

0,2100,1980,2160,2740,1990,1950,2190,266Av. Porosity

7,75°11,33°19,71°36,34°7,75°11,33°19,71°36,34°Grain to grain
friction 0

TeflonPVCPolyolefinPolyesterTeflonPVCPolyolefinPolyester

LLO-ReadingsHLO-Readings

Here we find some interesting characteristics:

Obviously there is no significant difference in LLO and HLO measurements concerning

the same type of cylinder surface. Further shearing only modifies positions and angles of

contact to ‘smoother’ shearing joints but does not increase the porosity. This result

strongly leads to assume that compressing in one direction under the influence of constant

stress leads to a constant porosity. This again confirms that the higher level of organisa-

tion concentrates movements on some small shearing bands, which do not influence the

average porosity.

The absolute values do not vary much. Due to the fairly high error margins the gradient is

only qualitatively significant. Yet we can assume that the less friction is involved the

closer the final porosity approaches a final minimum with an exception of the PVC

values. The measured value for PVC cylinders does not fit the series. Similar to the

measurement results concerning the lateral force factor in LLO-systems, the behaviour of
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PVC coated material seems to be governed by even less friction than PTFE cylinders in

contrast to the measured microscopic frictional parameters.

Referring to natural rounded gravel according to chapter Granular Parameters in Soil

Mechanics, the completely compacted porosity readings  match very well to thenmin j 0.18

void ratios after being recomputed as porosity for two dimensions in the range between 

 and . A slightly higher porosity is obtained from the measurementsn = 0.14 n = 0.22
based on the not completely compacting deformation history.

Hence, the model used here turns out to correspond fairly well to this type of granular

soil.
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6 Survey of the Macroscopic Structure

As the macroscopic structure formed by a force chain network is expected to have significant

impact on the behaviour of granular material, the average meshsize and the distribution of the

meshsizes as dominant parameters needed to be surveyed. Therefore, some polariscope

images of different configurations have been recorded and analysed.

 
FIG. 38.  Unprocessed polariscope image, fairly overloaded to improve clearness 

It can clearly be seen, that meshes do occur, but not in such regular patterns that their size

could be measured. It turns out, that the average mesh size cannot be determined easily. Yet

more sophisticated analysis tools reveal at least the character of the meshsize distribution and

some numerical values, which are to be evaluated in plausibility considerations.

6. 1  Image Processing

Trying to obtain the distribution of forces using the stress induced illumination of photoelas-

tic cylinders in a polariscope, requires to investigate the inhomogeneity of the resin display-

ing spots, the showing up of higher orders and last but not least the influence of forces fed

into very small points, exposing a complete cylinder to stress, and finally the impact of the

non-linear CCD-Camera recording the image. 

In order to eliminate influences from the recording and data acquisition system, all the image

processing was accomplished on both reference readings as well as final readings.
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The polarisation apparatus was first adjusted optically to be certain of the mechanical align-

ment of the LED source of light, the condenser lens and camera system by focusing a small

spot on the aperture of the camera.

Subsequently the camera was positioned to achieve an evenly illuminated image area on the

directly attached 20” colour monitor. All automatic settings of the camera were switched off,

Gamma was set to unity and the aperture was manually set to a value, where no image

clipping occurred at the brightest spots.

Finally the polarizer foils were turned until least illuminance indicated orthogonal alignment

of the analyser with respect to the polarisation filter. As a final check, manual compression of

a reference resin cylinder guaranteed the working condition of the set-up. 

Weak diffusive environment illumination was applied additionally in order to make mechani-

cal rearrangements, deformation and sliding visible. The LED source for the polarizer was

chosen as monochrome red, since it supplies high intensity at small extent of monochromatic

light able to produce a well focusable reproduction of the stress distribution. 

Recording the results in the process of applying variable forces to a set of cylinders was

achieved by conventional video technique using separated Y/C cabling and a digital video

recorder (Compression 1:5). From this digital source, bitmaps of the required sector, size and

time slot were extracted and processed further.

It turned out, that the most instructive visual representation was obtained by shifting colours

by -139° on the standard colour circle, then squaring the intensities of all colours separately

and finally inverting the picture. After normalising the result to conventional RGB signals, it

can by viewed on any screen. 

Shifting the colours effects in particular the transformation of the red colour to the blue

component adding a little bit of cyan to the image, where due to the different weighting of

colours the bright spots indicating force concentrations show up more intensely, while the

diffusive background is suppressed. This step of the process is used for measurements too,

carefully handled equally for references as well as for the acquisition of data. Here we make

use of the unknown weighting of colours, but eliminate the missing link by taking it in to the

references. Since the source colour is sited well inside the red range, where no variation of

the red component occurs and the shifted value still remains in the blue range, where also no

modification to the blue component is made, the final intensity of the evaluated component

underlies no falsification either.
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FIG. 39.  Consequences of the colorshifting process applied  to polariscope images (File: ColorcircleFinal.cdr)

The inversion procedure and the squaring of intensities serves only for enhancement of the

visual contrast and is not applicable for the acquisition of data since it brings in further

nonlinearities.

6. 2  Visualisation Results

Typical results prepared as described above are presented in the following pictures, one for

every type of surface coating. Additionally investigating the influence of the Level of Order

we surveyed HLO states ( ) as well as LLO states ( ) separately:j 20 % j 5 %

  
 Polyestercoating LLO (UCN01.jpg)          Polyestercoating HLO (TCN01.jpg) 
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Polyolefincoating LLO (UCP01.jpg)         Polyolefincoating HLO (TCP01.jpg)

  
Tefloncoating LLO (UCT01.jpg)        Tefloncoating HLO (TCT02.jpg)   

FIG. 40.  Processed images from the polariscope

6. 3  Approval of Linearity

The assignment of forces to the illumination of a certain colour needs to be verified prior to

any serious - even qualitative - statement. It is described in more detail e.g. in Ref [64]

Chapter 5, or by [47].

In fact, this dependency is very complex since contact forces are concentrated on the infini-

tesimal small points of contact, where they produce planar distributions of stress. The illumi-

nation of a pixel observed through a polarizer apparatus is then: , where I i sin2( )

. Due to the varying size of both the grains and the area of contact, the patterni 2 − 1
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cannot be generally evaluated. Some attempts have been made with good results by reading

out the average gradient of the light intensity in order to exploit the number of orders shown

in the image [26]. In our context, we are only interested in a very small range of forces,

where we can approximate the overall dependency of the resulting light intensity vs. the

applied forces as linear. 

Confirming this approach, a sequence of very simple measurements yielded a good linear

dependency as long as the stress is kept low enough not to produce higher order images and

well below the rise of nonlinearities of the recording system:

Such a measurement could easily be achieved by compressing the standard volume horizon-

tally in steps up to the limit of 160N, where the data acquisition system is still in good

working condition and no visible clipping occurs. The responding image of the polariscope

was simultaneously recorded on videotape, synchronised with the data recording by acoustic

marks. After applying the image processing operations described above, the overall illumina-

tion of the blue component, averaged over all the picture was extracted and plotted on graphs

vs. the applied force. The influence of the developing macroscopic structures can be

neglected since, once they are set up, they remain stable with the increasing forces (due to the

only very small variation of the volume extent) and hence keep the distribution of forces

unaltered. Furthermore, some additional tests confirmed the ample linearity of the illumina-

tion of single cylinders with rising forces which prevents hidden nonlinearities to be covered

by the averaging procedure.

In building the mean value, the influence of macroscopic structures is completely eliminated,

yet different structures on each compression cycle make them not directly comparable.

Nevertheless the degree of linearity can be derived easily as the coefficient of regression.

Thus we obtain exemplary for a series of six measurements, where the linearity of the

relation of the applied forces to the resulting light intensity is evaluated as the coefficient of

regression: 

0,920,910,920,970,930,96Coeff. of Regression

M3bM3aM2bM2aM1bM1aMeasurement ID

Check for Linearity:  Intensity of light vs. Applied forces

Since the surface parameters were of no importance in this investigation, the measurement

was made with only one type of resin cylinder, coated with Teflon. Finally, all measurements

were individually corrected in gradient and offset for matching structures and combined in
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the following plot. Thus only the deviation from linearity i.e. the coefficient of regression is

of importance yielding a fairly good substantiation.  
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FIG. 41.  Confirmation of a linear dependency of illumination values vs. the applied forces (File: Force-Illum-Dep.123)

6. 4  Distribution of Intensities and Forces

In order to obtain the characteristics of the force distribution and from this an estimation for

average mesh sizes in the pictures shown above, we first extracted the distribution of illumi-

nation , where  is the light intensity of a certain class. Since we were interested inWLoad( )

the modification brought in by applied forces, we also recorded the illumination distribution 

 of the unloaded system as a reference.W0( )

Remark: The pictures shown were made during the rise of applied forces well before the

maximum had been reached to ensure the measurement remaining within the linear range.

The maximum intensity was only useful for intuitive exploiting of the images, but far away

from the evaluable range. The reaching of this limit was determined by the occurrence of a

peak at the high illumination end of the spectrum.
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 FIG. 42. Exemplarily shown distribution of light intensities  and  (File: Demo-TCN-Distrib.123)WLoad( ) Wo( )

The background illumination can be clearly seen as the large peak on the left side in both

diagrams. The right end of the loaded diagram  uncovers the limited illuminationWLoad( )

range of the camera as we would expect no definitive end but an asymptotic behaviour of the

distribution. The small peak at the end contains the pixels with too high illumination to be

displayed, which are collected at the upper end of the available range.

The distribution effectuated by the load can easily be derived from this by calculating

 W( ) = WLoad ¶
0

max

W0( ∏)( − ∏)d ∏

This process is based on the assumption, that a frequency of occurrence , measured atWLoad

the intensity  had been shifted by the applied stress from an intensity  weighted by the∏

probability of the stressless occurrence of this intensity, which is given by . Thus theW0( ∏)

integral over all available source intensities determines the average intensity from which the

measured value is derived.

This operation modifies the distribution and finally reveals its significant shape. The result-

ing distribution is valid for the measured intensities and therefore equally valid for the

contact forces within the granular media. An example of an individual image is shown in the

next figure. 
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FIG. 43.  Exemplary distribution of light intensities, corrected for the zero load reference (File: Demo-TCN-Distrib.123)

Surveying several images of the same configuration in this manner, in fact reproduces the

picture above with not much difference, but determines the error obtained. For example all

the HLO-readings using cylinders with Polyester coating (TCN) lead to the following graph,

displaying the average distribution together with its error margins (assuming a confidence

interval of 95%). Errors are apparently concentrated at low intensity values as they are not

easy to separate from the background.
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  FIG. 44. Typical analysis of light intensities of several images, obtained from Polyester cylinders (File: TCN-Distrib.123)
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6. 5  Mesh Size Acquisition

Since average mesh sizes cannot be taken from the pictures directly, an indirect way was

chosen: First the mean intensity  of the each distribution was calculated, i.e. the centre of

gravity. This value compared to the maximum intensity supplies the ratio  of fully= / max

illuminated pixels with respect to all pixels within the image. This allows to derive an estima-

tion for an average mesh size under assumption of a regular isotropic mesh all over the

granular system by dividing the plane in units, which are either fully illuminated or not at all.

Since the scale does not play a role, this works for pixels as well as for bigger units; the

resulting mesh size is always determined in units of the width of a visible force chain.

Exercising this for a two dimensional plane of size  units, we derive:N = n % n

 

n units

n units
1 unit

k meshes
of size dxd

d

N 
1 unit

    unitscw

FIG. 45.  Geometrical aspects of a network with meshlines of finite width

With a meshsize  in units of an average chain width we obtain  regular meshes atdcw k = n
dcw

one border. Thus the fraction of highly illuminated units along one dimension is  sincek
n

each mesh contributes one chain width to the lot.

In two dimensions the unilluminated fraction is determined as , where  is
(n − k)2

n2 = 1 −
the known two dimensional fraction of illuminated pixels.

 . 1 − =
(n − k)2

n2 =
n − n

d
2

n2 = 1 − 1
d

2

Resolved to derive the mesh size in units of chain widths, we obtain:

  .dcw = 1
1 − 1 −
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Since we aim at a mesh size estimation in units of the average grain size and because the

chain widths are not identical to the diameter of the granules, a further correction is required: 

We measured the diameter of illuminated spots, which made up the visible force chains,

scaled them to the average size of the granules and thus calculated a geometrical factor fgeom

to convert illumination width to the granule diameter. 

Furthermore we introduced a factor , taking into account that force chainsfspots = r2

2r $ 2r = 4
consist of a sequence of circular spots and therefore the mean visible width of a chain is a bit

less than the spots diameter.

 

2r

2r 2r f
sp

FIG. 46.  Correction due to the circular shape of the grains

Finally we obtained measured mesh size values and their error margins from several acquisi-

tion cycles as follows:

23,2%24,0%31,1%29,3%27,1%27,6%   Rel. Error

4,785,556,516,746,826,87   Std. Deviation [px]

20,6423,0820,942325,1824,86Av. Meas. Spotwidth [px]

3,3%4,7%3,6%3,0%3,2%4,0%    Rel. Error

6,489,136,685,846,127,7    Std. Deviation [px]

193,8193,2187,8195,9193,7193,6Av. Meas. Diam30Gran [px]

12,5612,5612,5612,5612,5612,56Av. Diam. All Gran. [mm]

30,830,830,830,830,830,8Diam. 30mm Gran.[mm]

7,75°19,71°36,34°7,75°19,71°36,34°Angle Of Friction  [°]0

TeflonPolyolefinPolyesterTeflonPolyolefinPolyester

Low Level of OrganisationHigh Level of Organisation
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9,279,8913,669,349,4511,75Av. Meshsize /Av. Linewidth

20,42%19,20%14,11%20,26%20,05%16,30%Meas.Center of Gravity 

0,890,821,141,020,851,12    Std. Deviation

4,874,354,664,423,994,04Factor Graindiam./Linewidth

79,0378,7976,5879,8978,9978,95Av. Grain.Diameter [px]

23,2%24,0%31,1%29,3%27,1%27,6%    Rel. Error

3,764,365,115,295,365,4    Std. Deviation [px]

16,2118,1316,4418,0619,7819,52Av. Meas. Linewidth [px]

This leads to averaged meshsizes, summarized in the following table:

0,350,430,720,490,50,8Std. Deviation

1,92,282,932,112,372,91Av. Meshsize /Av. Diam.

7,75°19,71°36,34°7,75°19,71°36,34°Angle Of Friction  [°]0

TeflonPolyolefinPolyesterTeflonPolyolefinPolyester

Low Level of OrganisationHigh Level of Organisation

The relevant excerpt of data from the table is plotted to the graph.

 
FIG. 47.  Experimentally obtained av. meshsize (File: MeshSizeInterpr.123)
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Obviously, this experiment yields, despite the large error bars, a well defined magnitude of

averaged meshsizes: Any stress applied to a granular system which is comparable to our

model is transferred by every second to every third granule.

The measurement indicates slightly increasing mesh size with rising angle of friction, which

corresponds to our intuition, but can not be confirmed by the experiment due to the large

error bars.

Apparently there is no significant difference between HLO- and LLO-readings, where one

would expect self organising mechanisms to have greater impact.
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7 Discussion of Results: Overview

In general the obtained results qualitatively meet the expected dependencies. For all surveyed

types of cylinders, the measured ratio  is plotted to the qualitative development. The1/ 3

dotted development of the ratio against the increasing shearing parameter is only intended to

illustrate the expected characteristic. At this stage of the investigation the values are only

assigned to the used surface material i.e. the grain to grain friction, and not to the angle of

friction, since this will possibly be subject to some modification by structural impact.

 

 FIG. 48. Measured values entered in qualitative drawing(File: AxStrainQualitativ.cdr)

In the lower diagram the range of the measured density variation with respect to the state of

maximum density is plotted. It can be clearly seen, that no significant dilatancy occurs during

the shear process between 5 % and 20 %, in contrast to the very beginning of the shearing

process depending on the material used. This behaviour is interpreted to indicate the fairly

well ordered most dense state, which is not typical for a stochastic set but for an artificial

‘block-system’. After some shearing deformation of about 5 %, the density has reached a

mainly constant value where the positioning of the single cylinders is expected to still be

ordered stochastically, but no more as part of a compacted system but as the positioning of

independently moving particles. While shearing further up to a value of 20 %, the density

varies no more, but a new order may have been established by self organising mechanisms,

governed by shearing joints. This behaviour is expected for uniformly graded round granular

material in accordance to round gravel which is known to be more or less incompactible.

The most compacted state can not be surveyed easily and is however of no further interest in

this context, since it represents a well ordered state. The following investigation concentrates
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on the two states  (LLO-regime) and  (HLO-regime) as assumed models for aj 5 % j 20 %
stochastic situation and in contrast to this as a situation, where the building of shear joints is

expected to be the dominant mechanism. Undoubtedly there is no hard transition from one

regime to the other. Increasing shear deformation is expected to produce more and more local

shear zones which join until the HLO regime governs the total volume. Yet the lateral stress 

 varies significantly during the shearing process in this total range and additionally is3

different for every type of surveyed cylinders which leads to investigate the mechanisms of

the shearing process.

However the detailed development of the ratio  and the density in dependence of the1/ 3

shearing procedure is not the subject of this paper. It can be clearly seen, that the measured

values are in accordance with the expected behaviour, but vary strongly with the surface

properties of the used cylinders. The investigation described in this paper is focussed on the

influence of the grain to grain friction separated from the structural impact of the circular

grains to the absolute ratio .3/ 1

Based on this overview it is assumed, that in some way different mechanisms are dominantly

active in the LLO and the HLO regime. 

Obviously the LLO sets are close enough to the completely unorganised state. Therefore a set

of cylinders at statistically independent angles and positions is investigated in order to

explain the different contributions of structure and grain to grain friction to the ratio .3/ 1

In contrast to this the higher ordered state of systems in the HLO regime seems to have

developed shear joints, where all deformation is localised. Thus, for the HLO systems, a

model using shear joints generated by self organising processes in accordance to the Rankine

conception is evaluated. 
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8 Discussion of Porosity Measurements

In soil mechanics the porosity resp. the void ratio of a sample of natural soil reflects the

history of compaction and shearing as well as the ability of the single grains to yield or

deform. Thus, this value represents the actual state of a granular medium including the defor-

mation path it was exposed to.

In the presently used model consisting of hard circular shaped cylinders the elastic and

plastic properties of single grains are obviously of less importance. An elastic correction has

been applied to the measurement values, while yielding of the cylinders turns out to be far

out of the observed range. However, the behaviour of granular material is nevertheless

largely assumed dependent of the packing fraction, respectively the distance of the actual

porosity rsp. packing fraction to a transition value [26-30, 32, 50]. In order to consider this

criterion, the porosity values observed for several states of the granular system, which are

achieved through a different history of deformation and on varying surface materials need to

be analysed at least qualitatively.

8. 1  Theoretical Limiting Densities

As can easily be accomplished, the theoretical density of a two dimensional granular system,

consisting of equally sized cylinder grains in different border states is determined as

, corresponding to a poros-hc =
r2

2
r $ 2r cos 6 + 1

2 r $ 2r cos 6
=

6 cos 6
=

3 3
= 0.605

ity value of  for honeycomb lattice,n = 0.395

 , corresponding to a porosity value of  for a squaresqr = r2

(2r)2 = 4 j 0.785 n = 0.215

lattice and

  corresponding to a porosity value of opt = r2

(2r)2 cos 6
= 4 cos−1

6 j 0.907 n = 0.093

for the optimal packing (triangular lattice).
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The coordination numbers  are given as the number of contacts for a single grain.z

 

2 r cos 30°

r

rr

30°

Honeycomb lattice (z = 3)

FIG. 49.  Theoretical  porosity of a honey comb lattice
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FIG. 50.  Theoretical porosity values of square and optimal lattices

The random close packing provides a maximum density of  [see 26], confirmed byrnd j 0.82
a very basic estimation:

Considering a cell as shown below, but let the top cylinder be positioned randomly at every

angle . Then, the size of the cell containing four fourths of a cylinder is:

 A = 2r $ 2r 6 ¶
0

6
cos d = 4r2 $ 6 sin 6 = 4r2 $ 3
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Thus the random density is determined: , corresponding to arnd = r2

A = r2 2

4r23 =
2

12 = 0.822
porosity value , while the coordination number is close to . n = 0.178 z j 4
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FIG. 51.  Estimation of packing fraction of a random close packing

8. 2  Referring to Measurements

As described in the measurement section of this paper, we obtained a maximum density value

of  for the granular model used in our experiments. Furthermore, survey-max j 0.817 ! 0.009
ing protocol images of the compression experiments yielded some porosity values after

exposing the granular material to unidirectional compression of j 5 %
(LLO-measurements) and  (HLO-measurements), which are repeated here forj 20 %
convenience:
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 FIG. 52. Measured porosity values (File: PackingDensity.123)
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0,0430,0300,0490,0340,0480,0240,0500,035Error
(95%Conf.Int)
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FIG. 53. Measured packing fraction values (File: PackingDensity.123)

As already mentioned, the difference between HLO-readings and LLO-readings is not

significant. From this we conclude confirmation that shearing in this range takes place in

shear bands of very small width, so that the deformation process ordering and organising the

grains has no large influence on the porosity value. Furthermore, regarding soil mechanics,

this result matches the well known incompactibility of uniform gravel which is best repre-

sented by the model used here. This leaves the results to be interpreted on the basis of friction

and structure.

Intuitively, we accept that friction and surface irregularities have a lot of influence on the

packing process of unidirectional deformation, while their impact is mainly eliminated on

repeated bi-directional deformation. Thus we expect friction and surface irregularities to

prevent singular locations from further compaction, the earlier the higher the frictional

parameters are. This motivated us to extrapolate the measured values to a packing fraction

value, where granular material with no friction is expected to end up. It can be regarded as

the state of the system, defined only by the structural impact: Considering the coefficient of

friction  between the single grains leads to a decreasing dependency, obviously ending up0

at a definite point.  rsp.  (coefficient of regression: ): n 0=0 l 0.180 0=0 l 0.820 R2 = 0.956
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 FIG. 54.  Linear interpolation for measured porosity values (File: InterpolationOfPackingFraction.123)

In a later chapter (10.2) it will be pointed out, that small surface irregularities can be treated

as an offset of some degrees to the angle of grain to grain friction in all cases where no statis-

tical positioning of cylinders averages the effect. As already noted, the value for PVC seems

to be an exception to the linear correlation, probably due to this effect. Since the influence of

irregularities at the cylinder surfaces can be obviously assumed to effect the same conse-

quences as friction does, regardless of the amount of applied deformation, another test was

made anticipating an offset of roughly 12,5°. This results in a very well matching linear

correlation, however leading to about the same interpolated value of   corre-n 0=0 l 0.179
sponding to   for a frictionless medium ( ):0=0 l 0.821 R2 = 0.978
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FIG. 55. Linear interpolation for measured porosity values, corrected for irregularities (File: InterpolationOfPackingFraction.123)
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However, this result, describing a system which is compacted only by gravity without

friction, independent of a possibly applied correction due to irregularities on the surface,

matches fairly well the measured extreme value of  representing a comparablej 0.817!0.009

system, where friction is eliminated by the process and the own weight is without influence.

8. 3  The Granular State prior to Force Measurements

These findings viewed in the context of Howell, Behringer [26]  et al. and Herle[30] et al

allow to interpret the development of the granular model during the initial deformation prior

to the force measurements.

They investigated the average stress in a slowly sheared two-dimensional granular system in

dependence of an increasing packing fraction. At low packing fraction values the elements

are mainly not interacting and therefore the mean stress is constantly low. At a transition

state, identified by still vanishing stress, high compressibility and maximum shearability, the

packing fraction is at minimum and shearing just begins. With increasing density, the average

stress rises and thus the need for higher forces to have the system sheared. As the stress

becomes infinite, the maximum packing fraction has been reached and the system cannot

undergo further deformation. This transition takes place within a variation of  of not more

that  above . 4 % t

 

Mean stress

Packing Fraction

within
granular
elements

Packing Fraction
Packing Fraction

Packing Fraction
far away from Maxium

Increasing

Maximum
Transition

< 4% κt

κt

κmax

κ

FIG. 56. Qualitatively rising mean stress with increasing packing fraction 

The value of the transition packing fraction  was described as mainly system dependent,t

but close to the square lattice density (regarding cylinders of elastic polymer in [27]). The

rise of stress above  seems to be determined by the structural impact only and is assumed tot

be much steeper on stiffer cylinders. In comparison to the soft type of cylinders used in [27]

the cylinders deployed in our measurements are very solid.
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The following drawing summarises the different values, from theory, from Behringer, Veje et

al. [26,27] and taken from the measurements of this paper: 
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FIG. 57.  Comparison of packing fraction values obtained by different sources 

Since we are observing systems of identical structure under stress produced by frictional

impact, we assume from this the immediate reaching of an equilibrium condition, when

beginning to apply unidirectional deformation. 

 

motionmotion

deformation state prior to measurement measurement state 

FIG. 58. Schematic development of measurement state 

At the very beginning of the compression, the packing fraction rises until the shearing stress

balances the own weight under the actual frictional parameters. Thus the packing fraction

does not vary with the deformation process, as long as the own weight does not play a signifi-

cant role compared to the frictional contribution. As soon as the test volume is completely

filled, the transition state is reached, the mean stress begins to rise and the system is ready for

the measurement to be taken. Due to the minor influence of the own weight we assume, that

besides the structural effects the transition value  depends at most on the frictional coeffi-t

cients of the granular material.

The acquired measurements of packing fraction rsp. porosity in dependence of the frictional

parameters  allow for a rough estimation of . Since the absolute rise of stress in0 t
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dependency of the packing fraction is not known, only a qualitative result can be given here.

For very soft cylinders, Veje [27] specifies a rising length of about 4% from  to the point,t

where the granular system is completely compacted.

On the basis of the hard cylinders used in our experiments, we assume a very high gradient

leading to the possible negligence of the difference between the transition density  att( 0)

the root point of the rising stress and the maximum packing fraction.

Preconditioned by this argumentation, we obtain as a rough estimation for the transition

packing fraction  extrapolated for zero friction including an error range of 4% due to thet

unknown distance to the completely packed situation. However this findings lead to no strong

dependency between the transition value and the frictional parameters. 

 
FIG. 59.  Estimation of development of packing fraction (File:CriticalPackingFraction.123)

From these considerations, we assume the granular system to undergo deformation, as long as

it does not touch the upper wall, representing a state very close to the transition.

Having eliminated the influence of frictional parameters to the shearing process, the system

can easily be sheared and the average stress is very low in comparison to the forces applied

and measured later. Particularly since the variation of density is low both on the proceeding

of the shearing process and on the variation of the different surface materials, we conclude

that not much alteration of the state occurs until the upper wall is touched.

At this moment no more deformation is possible, the mechanical and geometrical situation is

‘frozen’ and serves as a solid and reproducible initial state for the performed measurement of

the Lateral Stress Factor.
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9 Discussion of Results: Well Organised Granular
Material

Taking the highly organised state (HLO) as the model for granular material which was

subjected to ample deformation to balance inherent forces, a comparison to the concept of

Mohr-Coulomb [3,4] and the resulting border states according to Rankine [5,6] can be made:

9. 1  The Mohr-Coulomb Concept

The basic idea of the Mohr-Coulomb concept was to evaluate a macroscopic coefficient of

friction  from the ratio of the shearing stress  and the normal stress  in the sliding joint0
eff

since experiments yielded the state of failure as:  (as far as cohesion  can be= 0
eff = tan c

assumed ). This defines the yield surface as a triangle in the diagram, symmetri-c = 0 − −

cally to the stress axis. Any stress state, defined by the principal stresses  shows up( I, III )

as a circle in this space. The position on this circle is given by the definition of a coordinate

system turned by an angle   against the designated system where  and  are= 0 ( 1, 2)

identical to the principal stresses . If this circle touches the limiting triangle the state( I, III )

of failure is reached, indicated by the ratio . Thus, the sliding plane is defined= 0
eff = tan

by the angle  in this case. 
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FIG. 60.  The Rankine border states, shown on the Circle of Mohr-Coulomb 

According to the limiting characteristic of a frictional force, two limits depending on the

direction of movement can be observed, here, according to Rankine, called the active state

and the passive state. The lateral stress factor for the active state is derived as
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 , where Ka = tan2
a = tan2

4 − 2 =
1 − sin
1 + sin = arctan 0

eff

The active state is defined, where the lateral wall is yielding and friction is helping to hold

the state. Thus,  is less than unity, because  is reduced by friction. In the passiveKa = 3
1 3

state the lateral wall tries to move inward and is held stable by . In this case friction1

increases  which leads to  greater than unity. According to the drawing above  is3 Kp Kp

determined to be the reciprocal value of .Ka

Originally this approach was designed for three dimensions. Since it implies, that the medial

principal stress has no influence on the characteristics, it can be used for two dimensions as

well, as long as the missing dimension has no impact. In our experimental setup this is

perfectly fulfilled; the cylindrical form of the granules ensures that no forces are acting in the

third direction. 

This concept is based on the perception of a continuous material, which begins to decompose

as soon as shearing forces reach the possible retaining forces induced by normal stress. It

does not contain any structural impact and therefore supplies a kind of effective coefficient of

friction , leading to the macroscopic Angle of Friction , which includes the true coeffi-0
eff

cient of friction  between the particles as well as the influence of granularity i.e. uneven-0

ness of the sliding joint. We expect the dimensionality of the model to have great impact on

exactly this contribution since the statistics of this surface is completely different on cylin-

ders in contrast to spheres. 

 
FIG. 61. Clarifying different ranges of contact positions in two and three dimensions
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Yet, as the model consists of cylinders, the structural impact needs to be considered in two

dimensions; different results are expected for spherical models.

9. 2  Comparison to the Rankine Border States: Structural Contribu-
tion 

In order to evaluate the HLO-measurements in comparison to the border value  accordingKa

to Mohr/Coulomb and Rankine, the results are repeated here for convenience:

 
FIG. 62.  Repeated results of HLO Stress Response Factor (Readings.123)

The measurements shown above display a significant difference to the Rankine equilibrium

state, which can be interpreted as the structural contribution in two dimensions. 

Since we observe that the only type of cylinder (PVC) produced on the lathe with no signifi-

cant macroscopic irregularities on the surface fits the continuous development of the

measured values very well, we assume, that such are of no major influence. Hence, no

correction of the grain to grain friction is made which needs to be discussed further. 

The shearing process in the sliding joint of a granular material is based on many contacts at

varying angles  within a limit . This is given by the shape of the cylinders as well as[− , ]

the self organising process, which is assumed to smoothen the joint, forcing the bedding

cylinders into a more or less perfect line. 
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Therefore, the grain to grain coefficient of friction  is different from the effective0 = tan 0

operating coefficient of friction .0
eff = tan

 

δ
χ

−δ δχ
−δ χ >0χ<0

Bedding Layer

Moving directionMoving direction Moving direction

*

*

FIG. 63.  Geometrical situation in the sliding joint (Clockwise oriented angles are positive).

The local coefficient of friction  in dependence of a contact angle  can be calcu-0 = tan 0

lated like this:
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FIG. 64. Composition of forces within a sliding joint

 FN = FN1 + FN2 = FN
eff cos − FT

eff sin

 FT = FT1 + FT2 = FT
eff cos + FN

eff sin

 . 0 = FT
FN

=
FT

eff cos + FN
eff sin

FN
eff cos − FT

eff sin

Describing the scene in the sliding joint by the macroscopic angle of friction

 , we write . = arctan 0
eff = arctan

FT
eff

FN
eff tan 0 =

tan + tan
1 − tan tan
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This is to be resolved for  and leads to:

 , which identifies: tan =
tan 0 − tan

1 + tan 0 tan = tan( 0 − ) = 0 −

(Hence, a negative angle of contact  virtually enlarges the shear resistance)< 0

In order to obtain the mean value, the range for   to vary needs to be defined. As the

drawing above indicates, the geometrically possible location is limited by an angle , given!

by the straightness of the bedding layer. For perfectly straight lines formed by cylinders of

equal diameter we have , under less ideal circumstances it might be a bit more.= 30o

The equation above additionally yields a natural limit, for  must not be negative, thus we

obtain  and therefore . [ 0 c [− , 0 ]

Sufficient forced deformation of the granular material as considered here, causes selforgani-

sing processes establishing shear zones, where the granules are shifted collectively. Since the
collective remains compound, each of the single contacts is not governed by local criteria of

friction and movement, but can be assumed evenly spread over all possible conditions.

Therefore, the measured unevenness of the cylinders produces as many rising edges as falling

edges, where none of these preferably influences the characteristics of a mean contact.

Hence, the previously neglected influence of the macroscopic irregularities in fact plays no

role since the symmetry of such irregularities balances its consequences as long as the motion

history generates the contacts within the sliding joint at stochastically independent angles.

This turns out to be a very important observation and corresponds well to the perception of

shearing deformation being strongly localized in shear bands [11-16,43,44,63].

Assuming constant probability  within this range, the effective coefficient ofP d =
d
+ 0

friction can be gained through

 ,tan = 0
eff = 1

+ 0
¶
−

0 tan 0 − tan
1 + tan 0 tan d

Integrating is done via expansion into partial fractions and yields:

 tan = − ln(cos( + 0 ))
( + 0 )

Applied to the measurement,   is calculated from  and under assumed evenness of sliding0

joints, the results fit the theoretical considerations very well. Best fit is gained under the

assumption of  with a mean deviation of . = 37.0o 1.38o

It should be kept in mind, that this value is a mere fit, but it appears to be very plausible,

knowing that a perfectly smooth joint is characterized by . Completely rough joint= 30o
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surfaces would be the normal on stochastic mixtures, far away from equilibrium, which occur

on states with low level of organisation.

Improvement might be expected from specifying the probability of contact proportional to 
, keeping in mind the projection of the surface to the slide joint as the relevant facecos

(explained more in detail in chapter Statistical Approach: Less Organised Granular

Material, section Coefficient of Geometry). Such an approach yields:

 tan = 0
eff = 1

sin + sin 0
¶
−

0 tan 0 − tan
1 + tan 0 tan cos d

which can be solved fundamentally to

 0
eff =

cos 0 − cos + sin 0 ln tan 4 + 0 +
2

sin + sin 0

This gives an effective angle of friction , which is slightly lower ( ) than the one givenl 0.5o

by a constant distribution of probability. As before, the measurement results can be approxi-

mated on the basis of , resulting in a mean deviation of . The arising effective= 38.1o 1.12o

angle of friction is less than  away from the one obtained by the much simpler linear1%
approach.

The following graph shows the structural adjustment to the measurements on highly organ-

ised granular material using the COS-distribution. Hence, taking into account angle of

contact distributions leads to a friction dependent correction to the Rankine approach, which

is compatible with the experimental results. 

 
FIG. 65. Structural modification through the use of a COS distribution for the angles of contact (File: Readings.123)
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Remark: Such a mechanism in the sliding joint as described above is closely related to the

concept of dilatancy. A purely stochastic arrangement of cylinders leads to a maximum

contact angle of   which, averaged over all possible positions, corresponds to anj 60o

initial angle of dilatancy of about . From the state of balanced forces consideredD j 30o

here we obtain a much better estimation of  which is compatible e.g. with the valueD j 19o

of Reynolds, presented by [68].

9. 3  Estimation of Self Organising Effects

Since rearrangement processes have obviously compensated for the local effects after a

continuous deformation of ,  the self organisation effect needs to be justified by aj 20%
quantitative estimation:

The initial state of a stochastically arranged granular material is dominated by the maximum

angle of contact  within any sliding plane.0 = 60o

 

smooth joint: stoch. positioning: δ δ 0

δ 0

δ 0

0=30 =60ο ο

FIG. 66. Dependence of   on the smoothness of the shear joint0

Shearing forces tend to smoothen the joint. Therefore, self organisation expressed as defor-

mation  effectively lowers the maximum angle of contact .0 d ( )

9. 3. 1  Consequence of continuous deformation

Compression of a granular system in the direction of a shearing joint pushes contacts at

certain angles  to smaller angles and hence reduces the maximum angle of contact 0 d ( )

in the same way.
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Distributing continuous compression  of a granular system along a shearing joint equallyjoint

to all contacts, the deformation shifts  from  to:  0 = 60o = arcsin[(1 − joint ) sin 0]

  

δ=δ0

s

δ

s(1−ε)

FIG. 67. Deriving  as a function of the deformation 

However, in order to evaluate the smoothing of a joint by a certain amount of deformation

along the joint, first, the angle of the joint  is needed. With this, the overall compression  in

the horizontal direction is transformed into the angular compression:

 joint = cos

 

π/4
+ϕ/2

−ϕ/2 σ1σ1

3σ

3σ

α

α

ε Horiz

ε joint

FIG. 68. Transforming horizontal compression to angular compression

Based on the considerations made above, the angle of the shearing joint can be calculated

according to Rankine as , using the overall angle of friction . Yet, this angle of= 4 − 2
friction  consists of the known term  representing the coefficient of friction and the struc-0

tural impact, which is not yet available but to be estimated here from the smoothing of the

joint. 

:= f( 0, ) : =f( 0, , )= f( 0, 0, , ) : =f( )= f( 0, 0, , )
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Unfortunately this circular relation cannot be resolved, but it can be handled by iteration.

Starting with a very rough estimation of  leads to the angle of the joint  which allows= 0

to calculate the smoothing effect  from the horizontal compression . From this we0 d ( )

obtain a better estimation for  improving the repeated calculation. We found that the influ-

ence of this recursion is so weak, that values of  converge very fast. Two iterations already

reduce the error to approximately .1o/oo

9. 3. 2  Influence of varying diameters of elements

As the granular material consists of cylinders of different diameter, the limiting angle  is0

not absolutely fixed to . Simulating all combinations through the real distribution of0 = 60o

the model cylinder diameters, we obtain this frequency distribution for :0

  
FIG. 69. Numerically obtained distribution of the max. Angle of Contact for the set of cylinders used here.

As expected, the mean value is , but this neglects the fact, that the sliding joint is noto j 60o

forced to use a certain stochastically given contact, but is free to choose the best one, i.e. the

one with the least necessity to be shifted out of the way. For each contact at a maximum 

, being the consequence of a special combination of radii, the concerned cylinder can0 á 60o
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be taken as part of the bedding layer and not be shifted away. Therefore a corresponding

contact  can be found, which will preferably be used. The restructuring processes0 é 60o

always make use of the least available resistance.

 

δ0

δ0

Cylinder as part of the moving collective

Cylinder as part of the bedding 

FIG. 70. Changeover of a single cylinder in the sliding joint from the moving block to the bedding

Thus within the distribution of  the lower limiting angles  are not compensated by0 0 é 60o

other contacts with , but simply limited at  0 á 60o
0 = 60o

Accepting this mechanism, the upper half of the distribution needs to be cut off and the mean

value of the remainder serves as a good estimation for the maximum limiting angle 0 j 53o

as indicated by the dashed line. 

9. 3. 3  Estimated structural impact

Taking all these factors together, the calculated effective angle of friction  is determined0

as:

45,57°46,32°44,99°44,55°36,61°

30,93°31,91°31,01°31,22°19,71°

25,27°26,21°25,56°25,82°11,33°

23,04°23,93°23,42°23,66°7,75°

ϕοϕοϕοϕοϑο

COS-Distrib.const. Distrib.COS-Distrib.const. Distrib.

Estimation [ε =20%]Estimation [ε =20%]Fit [δ=38.1°]Fit [δ=37°]
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The estimated structural impact meets the fit very well. Differences, using the

COS-distribution seem not to be significant. All estimations produce values, which are well

positioned within the error bars of the measurement readings. 

Typically, the following graph illustrates only the most sophisticated approach, which is the

estimation using the COS-distribution:
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FIG. 71. Measured values, transformed using  instead of  correspond to the Rankine approach (File: Readings.123)( ) 0

This results in a structural offset up to 15 degrees to the Microscopic Angle of Friction ,0

manifestly decreasing with rising friction.

Within the range of normal Coefficients of Friction, it turns out to be an approximately linear

dependency, displayed in the following graph:
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FIG. 72. Linear fitting approach for the structural offset to the Rankine model (File:StructuralOffsetTCFit.123)

Extrapolation of this linear approach to higher values of friction may give rise to the idea of a

completely vanishing structural offset at some value. After all, we find that the obtained

error-ranges allow no substantiation of such a characteristic.
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10 Discussion of Results: Less Organised Granular
Material

As the measurements regarding LLO granular material are to be discussed here, the results

are repeated for convenience:

 
FIG. 73. Final measurement results for LLO-systems (File: Readings.123)

To gain certainty about the characteristics, the results on scarcely organised granular material

were repeatedly confirmed by additional series of measurements. They are reproducible and

display the shown properties.

The most remarkable attribute is the non monotonous progression of the lateral force with the

rising coefficient of friction. Especially the value obtained from the PVC-material presents

itself as a strong misfit. 

Even under the assumption that this value is the result of a systematic error, which is not very

likely, the remaining data cannot be fitted like the highly organised sequences. Furthermore

allowing not much compensating processes, the approach of Rankine is presumably not

applicable here.

On the basis of stochastic positioning of the cylinders, sliding joints cannot be established

and therefore cannot serve as a reference for a designated direction. This state is much closer

to a statistical model, telling something about the building of force chains which bear most of

the load. In this view, contact angles  are to be defined in a different way, referring to a
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virtual direction of a force chain. Then in a system of stochastically positioned cylinders,

contact angles  up to  may occur, before contacts are replaced by others using smaller60o

angles.

 

stoch. positioning
at maximum angle: 

δ 0

δ 
0

0 =60
δ 0

FIG. 74. Maximum Angle of Contact   in a  stochastically positioned set of cylinders0

Since the readings are much lower than predicted by a quasi continuous model, and as the

polariscope images indicate, such a stochastic perception is very likely to hold. Unfortunately

there is no way to perform the experiments completely without any deformation and thus

organisation, so mixtures of states as well as effects triggered by small self organisation rates

contaminate the results. 

At first and before any attempt can be made to interpret the obtained readings, the mechanism

which produces the observed irregularity needs to be identified. Its authenticity is addition-

ally confirmed by the measurements of the porosity , where also PVC cylinders behave as ifn
they were subject to much less friction than even PTFE coated cylinders in contrast to the

measured microscopic friction parameter.

The only property, where the PVC-cylinders differ from the other is the observed unevenness

of the circumference surface. Being produced on the lathe they are much smoother, while all

other cylinders had been cast and show small, sharp irregularities.

So, contrary to the arguments discussed before on the highly organised systems, here the

local unevenness of the cylinders seems to play a most important role:

The discontinuity displayed by the measurements concerning PVC and Teflon-Cylinders is

obviously not supported by any physical argument. There is no reason, why the relation

between the angle of friction and the produced transversal force, should not be monotonous

but exhibit a kind of sharp maximum at any value.

Remark: Nonlinear equations ruling chaotic systems are nevertheless likely to produce

similar characteristics. Such approaches were applied to comparable systems and promise a
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good understanding. Yet, motivated by the good reproducibility of the results under varying

circumstances, we deduce this not to be the source of the peak.

More probably, the self organising processes find positions of contacts, where the effective

angle of contact is enlarged by a local unevenness.

10. 1  Assumed Self Organising Process based on Unevenness

In this case the self organising process is assumed to be very elementary:

Beginning from a pure stochastic distribution of contacts, every angle of contact in the range 

 can be found with constant probability. Depending on the microscopic angle[j −60o,j 60o ]

of friction, the contacts need to be separated into rolling contacts, where the friction is stick-

ing and in gliding contacts, where friction is to low to hold. 

Small deformation of the granular medium starts to shift the gliding contacts to higher angles.

Within this process, cylinders with rolling contacts are supposed not to contribute much to

the deformation due to the redundant definition by other contacts, holding the element in

place. Yet, cylinders with gliding contacts tend to slip to higher angles as long as they are not

stopped by a positive slope, introduced by a sharp bump on the surface. Consequently, the

gliding contacts just above the limit of the gliders, pick up positions on positive slopes and

convert to sticking contacts. The range of angles, where this effect occurs, is defined by the

mean maximum slope, i.e. by the mean size of the unevenness. Thus, the granular material

can be characterized by its intrinsic angle of friction , enlarged by the size  of the range,0 u

where the conversion is possible.

This scenario should be valid until the relaxation processes discussed in the High Level of

Organisation Section begin to dominate.

10. 2  Quantitative Estimation of the Self Organised Stability

Any unevenness can be characterized by its height, as long as its shape is assumed to be

sharp. The effect is easily quantified using the following model:
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FIG. 75. Unevenness on the cylinder surface characterized by its height 

A perturbation of height  increases the angle of contact, where gliding is just possible, by anh
angle , thus adds  to the microscopic angle of friction .u u 0

 is given by the difference between the surface angle at the contact and the surface angle atu

the ridge. Restricting to circular cylinders, the surface angle is defined by the tangent to the

surface.

Thus  is defined by the following structure:u

 

r

rr

r

h
χ

χ u

u

FIG. 76. Schematical view of the geometrical situation

From the law of cosines we obtain, setting  as relative perturbation:u = h
r

  u = arccos 1 − u
2 − u2

4

Referring to the aquired mean values for the unevenness, this yields:
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3,01°2,67°1,98°Abs.Error (Stat) 95%[deg]

1,37°1,37°1,35°Abs. Error (Ref)[deg]

12,6°12,5°12,7°Add. Angle  [deg]u

4,68%4,66%4,76%Rel. Perturbation u

0,110,090,07Statist. Error (95%)

0,23<< 0,010,230,24Mean Roughness[mm]

TeflonPolyvinylchloridPolyolefinPolyester

The cylinders, produced from PVC on the lathe are significantly better and serve as an

absolute reference for measurement noise. The resulting absolute error margins, one taken

from the reference, the other taken from the statistical errors, is scaled by the derivation:

 
Ø u

Øu = 2 + 2u
16u + 4u2 − 4u3 − u4

As the function rises very fast, but soon reaches a more or less stagnating state, the high

statistical errors do not result in a great uncertainty in the final values for  .u

Under the assumption of this consideration, the readings need to be modified as follows and

are much more plausible:

 
FIG. 77. Correction to measured values due to surface unevenness (File: Readings.123)

Any trial to interpret this reading, using models like that of Rankine, corrected by the struc-

tural impact, are doomed to fail, since the granular system is dominated by stochastically

generated contacts which are not balanced by ample restructuring processes to be described

by approaches based on deformations on a comparably large scale. 
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The very small deformation  in this case would predict a fairly large structural impact and

thus leads to expect mainly vanishing lateral forces at the upper end of the scale.

So beyond a well based explanation by statistical means which is addressed in the next

chapter, the readings of  need to be at least parameterized.Ka

10. 3  Descriptive Parameterizing Approach

Aiming at an appropriate approximation of the measurement data, we presume the deforma-
tion  to have no quantitative impact, but just to activate the surface traps to enlarge the angle

of friction.

Furthermore, we observe, that even under vanishing friction, the stress response factor Ka

rises to a value significantly less than 1 due to the structural impact itself.

Presupposing this, we can formulate a convenient exponential approximation with a high

coefficient of regression and remaining well within the error margins:

 Ka( 0 + u) = $ exp[− ( 0 + u)]

Such an exponential description implies the existence of a well defined value at the point of

no friction and finally vanishing lateral stress in the limit of high angles of friction. 

Drawn on a single logarithmic scale, the parameters are obtained easily from linear regres-

sion analysis as:                                  = 0.528−0,04
+0.07 = 0.0244−0,0045

+0.005
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  FIG. 78. Exponential approximation for the corrected measurement values (File: Readings.123)
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The exponential approach predicts , but due to its character asKa( 0 = 0, u = 0) j 0.528−0,04
+0.07

an extrapolation this value is very sensitive to variations of the parameters. It needs to be

taken with care, but at least serves as a good argument for the broken equilibrium in the

selforganising state. 

Furthermore, the measured value corresponds fairly well to the ‘coefficient of redirection

towards the wall’ for frictionless monodispersed granular media, , cited by DuranK j 0.58
[52].
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11 Statistical Approach: Less Organised Granular
Material

Granular systems consist of a multiplicity of elements, contacting their adjacent neighbours

at random angles. As soon as motion is introduced, the angles of contact are no more evenly

distributed, but are dominantly ruled by the selforganising processes. Under the influence of

sufficient forced deformation, completely different mechanisms are working.

Yet on scarcely sheared systems, statistical approaches should be applicable. The following

considerations are made in order to find a basic state of the granular material, where the

deformation development is assumed to start from.

The readings concerning granular material with low level of organisation ( ) (LLO) arej 5 %
supposed to be close to this state and may verify this model.

11. 1  Preliminary Test Using a Highly Simplified Model

In order to obtain a first impression of a lateral stress factor which a stochastically positioned

granular media may provide, a very simple model was chosen:

We assume longitudinal stress to be split into several longitudinal force chains, which lead to

a number of lateral force chains where the local mechanical situation allows. For reasons of

simplicity, this is assumed to be a symmetrical construction described only by the angle of

contact  as shown in the drawing:

 

ψ

F F

F

F

long long

lat

lat

FIG. 79. Highly simplified model as a preliminary test

Building of lateral chains, i.e. redirection of forces is considered possible, if the angle of

contact  is greater than the angle of friction  as depicted in the next figure.0
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Using  and , we obtain the condition of stability whereFT = sin (−Flong) FN = cos (−Flong)

no gliding of adjacent cylinders is possible:

    and thus  .0 = tan 0 m
FT
FN

= tan [ 0
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long

N T

ψ

Q1
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FIG. 80. Criterion of Gliding in preliminary model

For the case, where the situation provides a gliding structure at contact Q1 (and symmetri-

cally at Q2, yet here considered only Q1)  the operant forces can be easily derived by using

the principle of virtual displacements. A small virtual modification  of the longitudinal−dx
distance of two adjacent cylinders interacting with force  causes a geometrically−Flong

defined variation of the angle of contact  and therefore a modification  to the lateraldy
distance where the force  is acting. No other movement is considered possible, the−Flat

impact of elasticity, weight and other side effects is assumed to be of negligible order in

comparison to the mechanical contribution. 
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FIG. 81. Redirection of forces in preliminary model
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Considering the virtual work of such a limited mechanical frictionless system allows to

derive the ratio of the lateral force  to the longitudinal force  in dependence of the−Flat −Flong

angel of contact  (The gliding amount  at Q1 contributes no virtual work since  asds ds Ω FN

long as no friction is assumed ):FT = 0

Using   and  yields:dx = sin dy = cos

 and thus  .(−Flong )(−dx) + (−Flat) dy = 0 Flat = tan Flong = K Flong

Additionally considering the retaining friction force at the contact Q1, the virtual work needs

to be extended by a frictional term which is given by the virtual displacement  at theds
contact, the normal force  at this point and the effective coefficient of friction FN 0 = tan 0

between the grains where corrections contributed by irregularities of the surface, described

by  in the former chapter need to be included in  as well. Beyond the condition of0

stability, the „active“ state is assumed, where the frictional component effects the maximum

resistance to the deformation: 
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FIG. 82. Retaining friction forces in preliminary model

(−Flong) (−dx) + (−Flat) dy + 0FN(− ds) = 0

 Flong dx = Flat dy + 0FN ds = Flat dy + tan 0(sin Flat + cos Flong ) dy
cos

 Flong
dx
dy = Flat + tan 0 tan Flat + tan 0Flong

 Flat (1 + tan 0 tan ) = Flong (tan − tan 0 )

 Flat = Flong
tan − tan 0

1 + tan 0 tan = Flong tan( − 0)
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Remark: In this simplified model the torsional moment introduced by friction at contact Q1 is

expected to be compensated by the identically working mechanism at the opposite contact Q2

in the symmetric case.

Under such perception, the average lateral stress factor , which is taken from the force perK
grain, is determined by the tangents of the reduced angle of contact, weighted by the number

of contacts exceeding the Angle of Friction and therefore contributing to the lateral stress.

All other contacts are taken to be completely stiff since they are overdetermined by immobile

adjacent cylinders. The average is to be taken for all angles of contact  up to the limit = 3

which is the geometrically maximum possible angle of contact for monodispersed cylindrical

media.

This most basic approach results in: (with substitution  and therefore ):u = − 0 du = d

 K = 3 ¶
0

3
tan( − 0 ) d = 3 ¶

0− 0=0

3 − 0

tan(u) du = − 3 ln cos 3 − 0

The resulting stress factors are plotted to the graph together with the LLO measurements

readings for comparison:
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 FIG. 83. LLO-Measurement of Lateral Stress Factor and result of highly simplified model (File: SimplifiedModelLLO.123)
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Obviously, this model is too fragmentary for the measurement readings to describe. Never-

theless, it leads to some interesting conclusions:

Even for frictionless granular media, this concept does not result in a Lateral Stress

Factor of 1 but about  which points out some structural influence besidesK( 0 = 0) j 0.67
the pure frictional portion.

In general, even the improved model highly underestimates the Lateral Stress Factor,

measured in our experiment, especially for high angles of friction. Thus, the approach

made here serves as a rather incomplete model and requires considering many more

details.

11. 2  Monte Carlo Modelling 

Improving the model, we need to carefully consider possible configurations and situations of

a single grain in a granular environment which may occur.  Doubtless, only a small selection

of mechanisms can be treated, but the model discussed in the section above was apparently

much too restricted. After all, the selforganising processes are assumed to have not much

influence on the LLO-situation. Yet, we need to include the most significant mechanisms in

order to gain a more compatible model. 

11. 2. 1  Modelling Force Chains

The more general system consists of a set of parallel chains of cylinders, bearing the longitu-

dinal force  and generating lateral forces per grain  which are taken over and respondedFx Fy

by the adjacent chains in order to keep the equilibrium.
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FIG. 84. Model of parallel chains of cylinders bearing the longitudinal force
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Since all chains are moved synchronously, the interaction of the parallel chains is assumed to

be low. Within each chain the contacts between the cylinders are equally distributed within a

geometrically possible range of contacting angles. For every cylinder in the chain, mecha-

nisms can be established which yield the lateral forces while the equilibrium of forces and

torsional moments are strictly observed. In conjunction with the probability of the occurrence

of such contacts, an averaged lateral force of such a contact may be calculated.

Geometrical considerations contribute the mean size of a chain like this and allow to trans-

form the forces to mean stress values, which may serve for comparison to the values read

from the experiment.

11. 2. 2  Simulational Approach

In a multi-particle system like a granular medium, every change in the value of a variable at a

certain location consequently alters the complete system. Equilibrium can only be fulfilled all

over the total model. Thus, any attempt to isolate a part of it actually implies the assumption

of a limited range for any interaction by damping or self organisational mechanisms. This

aspect is discussed in detail in a later chapter (13.3. Modelling Structures in Granular

Material). 

The basic model cannot be restricted to a single contact nor can it comprise the whole

two-dimensional matrix of cylinders. In the present approach only force bearing chains are

separated from the granular system. Interaction between each chain and the surrounding

granular system is assumed to be restrictable to normal contacts transmitting normal and

possibly transversal forces.

Since the intention of the present considerations aims at mere plausibility computations, we

accept the restriction to force chains and averaged lateral forces. Yet, equilibrium of forces

and torsional moments needs to be fulfilled for every single cylinder in the chain, which

necessitates to consider the impact of a local modification to the complete chain. For

instance, the introduction of a longitudinal force propagates through all the chain and thus

affects every single member in the same way as does the application of a torsional moment at

any point of the chain.

In order to treat this long range interaction in a proper way, we decided to compute a stochas-

tic set of complete force chains by classical Monte Carlo Methods.
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11. 2. 3  Software Aspects

All the simulation software was written in Object Pascal and developed in Borland Delphi

7.0 environment. This ‘Integrated Development Environment’ allows for easy encoding on a

direct graphic surface in order to simplify the user interface on the one hand, on the other

hand permits very basic operations directly written in assembler code. 

As no general Simulation Software was used,  the computation was formulated directly in the

code written for a unique application. Several additional software components, originally

written for other projects, were available to display the results and provide simple graphic

cross-checks.

The code can be found on the attached Compact Disc, which also includes a Runtime-

Version of the software.

All data were collected and computed in one large data array allowing fast processor access

and displayed in detail on a data grid in order to check results easily. Furthermore the

geometrical situation and the calculated forces and torsional moments were shown on a

graphical panel giving a direct overview of the current iterations. 

 

 FIG. 85. Screen Display of Simulation Software
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11. 2. 4  Proceeding

A virtual force chain is built up following some rules of construction: In accordance with

previous considerations, a contact is placed on any point at the circumference at an angle of

contact , taking into account the geometrical restriction of cylinders with equal radii. A[

rather large number of cylinders are assembled (5000) in order to obtain results of good

statistical significance. The distribution of the contact angles was chosen constant or alterna-

tively proportional to .cos

After building the chain, a longitudinal force  is applied to the leftmost cylinder. Then,Fx = 1
step by step the force resulting at the next contact is calculated based on equilibrium of forces

and torsional moments depending on the angles of contact. Lateral contacts on top or at the

bottom of the cylinders are used to support the chain introducing only normal forces but no

transversal forces.

Under such load, the mean transversal supporting forces were calculated with respect to the

applied longitudinal chain force. Transmitting no torsional moments, this state is equal to the

only situation, which a granular force chain can form when frictional parameters are zero.

As soon as friction is introduced, all contacts are capable to transmit torsional moments as

well. The active state requires all contacts to bear most of the lateral forces just by friction

and leave only the minimum of supporting lateral forces to the environment. In order to

simulate this situation, every triple of cylinders is recalculated, unloading the supporting

central contact by a small percentage while keeping the border situation to both the left and

the right adjacent cylinders unmodified. 

After such a step all concerned contacts are checked to be certain of transmitting only

torsional moments which are covered by the possible friction at the contact. In case the

moments exceed the ability of the contact, the trial is revoked otherwise the new state is kept

and another step is applied. 

When no more unloading is possible all over the considered chain without exceeding the

limit of frictional transmission of tangential forces, the state is assumed to be ‘active’ and

thus represents the minimum lateral supporting force.
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11. 3  The Stochastic Model in Detail

11. 3. 1  The Basic Cell

A single cylinder is taken to be the basic cell, of which a granular chain consists. It’s possible

contacts to the neighbours, together with their probability, define the mean forces of the cell.

A single cylinder is held in it’s place by the bearing contacts. In two dimensions there is a

maximum number of six contacts available, but in reality only very few contacts in fact trans-

fer forces, because otherwise the equations of equilibrium are highly over-determined.

Considering the two vectorial equations yielded by the equilibrium of forces and torsional

moments, we can reduce the number of effective contacts within a chain to two. Additional

lateral contacts are assumed to only respond to the created lateral forces, where further retro-

activity is not taken into account.

 

ψ ψ1 2

Fx Fx

FFy y

Fy
Direction of chain Direction of chain

FIG. 86. Single cylinder within a chain, three dominating contacts

Remark: Certainly the process of filling the volume with cylinders under the influence of

gravity already introduces braking of symmetry and constitutes more contacts than two.

Nevertheless the first steps of deformation concentrate the forces to the relevant contacts, all

others are assumed to be released and have no more influence.

11. 3. 2  Limit of Possible Angles

At the first glance we introduce a limit  for the possible angle of contact  , because= 60o

equally sized granules underlie this structural boundary in two dimensions:
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ξ

FIG. 87. Constant maximum angle of contact in monodisperse media

Under the influence of differently sized granules according to a grading curve, this limit

needs affirmation. Therefore, a simple test has been performed by simulation:

The maximum angle of contact  is given by the contact of two elements, when a third

element is touching both of them:
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FIG. 88. Possible maximum angles of contact in polydisperse media

Thus we calculate  from the three radii according to the law of cosines:

  cos =
(r1 + r3 )2 + (r1 + r2 )2 − (r2 + r3 )2

2(r1 + r3 )(r1 + r2 )

This value is calculated for each configuration of  and weighted by the combined[r1, r2, r3 ]

probability , given by their frequency of occurrence in thePconf[r1,r2,r3] = P(r1) $P(r2) $P(r3)

set. Impossible configurations are ignored.

The results are plotted vs.  and read like this:
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FIG. 89. Numerically obtained distribution of maximum angle of contact, based on the set of cylinders used here.

The weighted mean value results in exactly , meeting our expectation due to reasons= 60o

of symmetry. On the basis of the real distribution of radii, we obtain the shown standard

deviation of . A higher number of really big granules (30mm) would increase the11.42o

broadness of the distribution, but keep the mean value constant.

Remark: This result is only valid as long as the volume of interest is large enough to average

the influence of inhomogeneities caused by small locally ordered structures as discussed in a

later chapter (13.5.). Anticipating this discussion, the extent of such structures is found to be

limited to 2 or 3 times the average diameter of a cylinder while the volume of the present

measurement is of the order 20-30 cylinders per dimension. Thus, the estimation made above

appears applicable in this case. Yet, investigating local effects in later chapters the local

occurrence of order needs to be taken into account.

11. 4  Modelling a Frictionless Chain

11. 4. 1  Equilibrium of Forces on a Single Cylinder

A single cylinder within a force chain is held by three contacts , where and   areQ1..3 Q1 Q2

the contacts at angles ,  within the force chain.  is the supporting contact keeping the1 2 Q3
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chain stable. The later can be positioned at the top  or at the bottom  of the(t = 1) (t = −1)

cylinder depending on the angles  and . In the approach employed here, where stochas-1 2

tic positioning of the cylinders is assumed and where macroscopic structures have not yet

been generated by the shear deformation, no variation of the position  is taken intoQ3

account since the central position is expected in average.
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FIG. 90. Definition of  possible contacts for an isolated cylinder 

At each contact  forces are determined:Qi

Contact :     and Q1 Fx
1 Fy

1

Contact :     and Q2 Fx
2 Fy

2

Contact :     and Q3 Fx
3 Fy

3

 

Q2
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F2
x
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F1
y
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x

Q

ψ ψ
1 2

In order to compute torsional moments, the rectangular forces can be expressed as tangential

and normal forces:
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Contact :     Q1 FN
1 = Fx

1 cos 1 − Fy
1 sin 1

FT
1 = Fx

1 sin 1 + Fy
1 cos 1

Contact :     Q2 FN
2 = −Fx

2 cos 2 + Fy
2 sin 2

FT
2 = −Fx

2 sin 2 − Fy
2 cos 2

Contact :    Q3 F N
3 = − t $ F y

3

FT
3 = −t $Fx

3

Equilibrium requires to fulfill three equations simultaneously:

 Fx = Fx
1 + Fx

2 + Fx
3 = 0

 Fy = Fy
1 + Fy

2 + Fy
3 = 0

 M = FT
1 + FT

2 + FT
3 = 0

Based on this and depending on the considered situation, the lateral force , with respect toFy
3

the applied longitudinal force  can be calculated and averaged through all possibleFx = 1
combinations of contact angles i

11. 4. 2  Basic Solution: Propagation of a Longitudinal Force

The very basic case of a vector force  applied at the left side of a force chain propa-(Fx
1, Fy

1)

gating through the chain to the right side can be calculated easily:

Forces  and  are given, only normal forces  are assumed to support the chain setting Fx
1 Fy

1 Fy
3

 This implies that no torsional moment is introduced or lost through the supportingFx
3 = 0

contacts, i.e. contact Q3 is assumed frictionless.

In this case three unknown variables correspond to three equations of equilibrium. Thus, a

linear system of equations is determined:
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 :Fx = 0 Fx
1 + Fx

2 + Fx
3 = 0

 :Fy = 0 Fy
1 + Fy

2 + Fy
3 = 0

 :FT = 0 −Fx
2 sin 2 − Fy

2 cos 2 + Fx
1 sin 1 + Fy

1 cos 1 − t $Fx
3 = 0

which yields:

  Fx
2 = −Fx

1 − Fx
3

 Fy
2 =

−Fx
1 sin 2 − Fx

3 sin 2 − Fx
1 sin 1 − Fy

1 cos 1 + t $ Fx
3

cos 2

 Fy
3 =

−Fx
1 sin 2 −Fx

3 sin 2 −Fx
1 sin 1 −Fy

1 cos 1 +t $Fx
3 −Fy

1 cos 2
cos 2

Setting , we obtain:Fx
3 = 0

  Fx
2 = −Fx

1

 Fy
2 =

−Fx
1 sin 2 − Fx

1 sin 1 − Fy
1 cos 1

cos 2

 Fy
3 =

−Fx
1 sin 2 − Fx

1 sin 1 − Fy
1 cos 1 − Fy

1 cos 2
cos 2

Substituting the results to the equations of equilibrium confirms the computation (see Appen-

dix MAPLE Files on the attached Compact Disk).

This result evaluates to a Lateral Force Factor of

,     Kstoch = −
sin 1 + sin 2 + (cos 1 + cos 2 )

cos 2 =
Fy

1

Fx1

which could be averaged with no effort for all sensible angles of contact . However, the1..2

unknown ratio  is given by the situation of the adjacent cylinders and therefore allows for

none but an iterative i.e. simulational determination.

Remark: Since the geometrical extent of the cell is not yet introduced,  describes theKstoch

ratio of forces per cell. Later on it will be related to a length unit and be written as .Kstoch

11. 5  Introduction of Torsional Moments

The force chain system described before does not introduce torsional moments, neither from

the application point nor at the supporting contacts. Therefore no torsional moments are

transmitted by any contact. This is the case, where no friction is needed or available.
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As soon as non zero friction allows for the transmittance of torsional moments, the support-

ing lateral force can be diminished while the longitudinal contacts  and  take over theQ1 Q2

necessary moments to keep equilibrium. These moments are transmitted through all the chain

until they are compensated by the moments of another unloaded lateral contact.

Since the overall equilibrium of torsional moments needs to be fulfilled, the average moment

in comparably small volumes is zero. Thus, the balancing takes place as close as possible.

11. 5. 1  Unloading Lateral Contacts 

In order to model this section of a force chain the equilibrium of three adjacent cylinders was

computed. Their basic state is taken from the already computed force chain in equilibrium.

Then, the lateral force  is reduced by a certain small percentage and the equilibrium is1..3Fy
3

recalculated while keeping the contact forces  and  at the border of the1Fx
1, 1Fy

1 3Fx
2, 3Fy

2

section unmodified. In this way, the chain remains mainly as it is, but the local supporting

forces decrease. The tangential forces at the chain contacts  and  which unload the1Q2
2Q2

contact  increase as long as they can be taken over by the given friction.1Q3

Since the friction limit may be exceeded by every step, it must be observed continuously

during the unloading process. Furthermore the unloading steps need to be very small in order

to approach the active state as close as possible.

The following drawing defines the variables used in calculating the equilibrium:
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FIG. 91. Identification of variables at three adjacent cylinders
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Due to the symmetry of the system some identities are given:

 ,   ,1
2 =2

1
2

2 =3
1

 ,  , 1Fx
2 = −2 Fx

1 1Fy
2 = −2 Fy

1

 ,  .2Fx
2 = −3 Fx

1 2Fy
2 = −3 Fy

1

A total of nine equations of equilibrium corresponds to nine independent variables. Thus, the

border forces and the vertical supporting force of the central cylinder are to be preset, all the

rest is determined by the linear system of equations.

 1Fx
3 +1 Fx

2 = −1 Fx
1

 1Fy
3 +1 Fy

2 = −1 Fy
1

 −t1 $ 1Fx
3 −1 Fx

2 sin1
2 −1 Fy

2 cos1
2 = −1 Fx

1 sin1
1 −1 Fy

1 cos1
1

 −1 Fx
2 +2 Fx

3 +2 Fx
2 =0

 −1 Fy
2 +2 Fy

2 = −2 Fy
3

 −1 Fx
2 sin2

1 −1 Fy
2 cos2

1 − t2 $ 2Fx
3 −2 Fx

2 sin2
2 −2 Fy

2 cos2
2 = 0

 −2 Fx
2 +3 Fx

3 = −3 Fx
2

 −2 Fy
2 +3 Fy

3 = −3 Fy
2

 −2 Fx
2 sin3

1 −2 Fy
2 cos3

1 − t3 $ 3Fx
3 =3 Fx

2 sin3
2 +3 Fy

2 cos3
2

This system can be solved and leads to lengthy expressions for all the internal forces

 ,    ,    ,    .1Fx
2 = −2 Fx

1 1Fy
2 = −2 Fy

1 2Fx
2 = −3 Fx

1 2Fy
2 = −3 Fy

1

and for the lateral supporting forces , , which can be found in full length on the1..3Fy
3 1..3Fx

3

attached Compact Disk as Maple-Files. 

11. 5. 2  Unloading Lateral Forces in Symmetric Cases

The equations derived above unfortunately diverge for mathematical reasons for the particu-

lar cases  and   while they are uncritical(t1 = −1, t2 = +1, t3 = −1) (t1 = +1, t2 = −1, t3 = +1)

for all other cases.
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Thus, these two particular situations need to be considered separately:

 

t=+1 t= -1
t=+1

t= -1

t=+1

t= -1

FIG. 92. Symmetrical cases needing extra consideration

Since forces are superimposable, it is sufficient to calculate only the variation of  the central

supporting force at , where longitudinal chain forces are not affected. Therefore, the2Q3

contacts at the left and the right of the section  and  within the chain can be neglected1Q1
3Q3

at all and the following simplified systems remains for the first case
:(t1 = −1, t2 = +1, t3 = −1)
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FIG. 93. First case, identification of variables 
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The newly introduced angles  are determined (both counted positive):1..2
(−,+,−)

  and 1
(−,+,−) = 4 − 1

2 2
(−,+,−) = 4 + 2

2

The variation of the central supporting force  splits up into the forces  along theFy F1..2

straight lines through the contact points:

 F1 cos 1 + F2 cos 2 = Fy

 F1 sin 1 − F2 sin 2 = 0

Solving this set of equations results in:

 F1 = Fy
sin 2

sin( 1 + 2)

 F2 = Fy
sin 1

sin( 1 + 2)

This leads to force components at the relevant external contact points  and :1Q3
3Q3

Contact :1Q3

 1FN
3 = F1 cos 1

 1FT
3 = − F1 sin 1

 1Fx
3 = − F1 sin 1

 1Fy
3 = F1 cos 1

Contact 3Q3

 3FN
3 = F2 cos 2

 3FT
3 = F2 sin 2

 3Fx
3 = F2 sin 2

 3Fy
3 = F2 cos 2
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Internal force components at contact points  rsp.  and  rsp.  are calculated1Q2
2Q1

2Q2
3Q1

accordingly:

Contact  rsp.1Q2
2Q1

1Fx
2 = − 2Fx

1 = − F1 sin 1

 1Fy
2 = − 2Fy

1 = F1 cos 1

Contact  rsp. 2Q2
3Q1

2Fx
2 = − 3Fx

1 = − F2 sin 2

2Fy
2 = − 3Fy

1 = − F2 cos 2

Absolute normal and tangential forces at the contacts , , , are calculated by1Q2..3
2Q1..3

3Q1..2

adding the particular offset  to the basic forces of the previous state. The contacts  and  F 1Q1

 remain unaltered.3Q2

The second case  is calculated in the same way:(t1 = +1, t2 = −1, t3 = +1)
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δ
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Q
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 FIG. 94. Second symmetric case, identification of variables
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Since angles  are also counted positive, they are determined:1..2
(+,−,+)

  and 1
(+,−,+) = 4 + 1

2 2
(+,−,+) = 4 − 2

2

Splitting  into   yields as before:Fy F1..2

F1 = Fy
sin 2

sin( 1 + 2)

 F2 = Fy
sin 1

sin( 1 + 2)

This again leads to force components at the external contact points  and :1Q3
3Q3

Contact :1Q3

 1FN
3 = F1 cos 1

 1FT
3 = F1 sin 1

 1Fx
3 = F1 sin 1

 1Fy
3 = F1 cos 1

Contact 3Q3

 3FN
3 = F2 cos 2

 3FT
3 = − F2 sin 2

 3Fx
3 = − F2 sin 2

 3Fy
3 = F2 cos 2

Contact  rsp.1Q2
2Q1

1Fx
2 = − 2Fx

1 = F1 sin 1

 1Fy
2 = − 2Fy

1 = F1 cos 1

Contact  rsp. 2Q2
3Q1

2Fx
2 = − 3Fx

1 = F2 sin 2

2Fy
2 = − 3Fy

1 = − F2 cos 2
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Remark: These equations can be identified with the first symmetric case, defining: 

  and 1
(−,+,−) = 4 − 1

2 2
(−,+,−) = 4 + 2

2

  and 1
(+,−,+) = − 4 + 1

2 2
(+,−,+) = − 4 − 2

2

Using these equations allows to directly evaluate the modification of force components at

every contact which results from a small unloading the central contact while equilibrium is

kept all over the force chain.

11. 6  Coefficient of Geometry 

The statistical considerations above only supply average forces per contact, respectively per

basic cell. In order to make them comparable to measurements of stress the average extent of

the basic cell needs to be known. This can be computed easily, observing the available angles

of contact, weighted with the probability of occurrence.

11. 6. 1  Parameters

Two parameters turn out to be of significant influence: The type of distribution  ofP( )d
angles of contact  and the limiting angle , up to which contacts are possible because of

geometrical constraints.

Concerning distributions only two alternatives are to be discussed:

On the basis of a pure stochastic approach, the angles can be assumed evenly distributed. 

.P( )d = const

Yet, if even a small amount of deformation needs to be taken into account, this assumption

will not hold true. A minor mechanism of self organisation will shift contacts while deform-

ing, until lateral forces are answered by appropriate lateral contacts and the local movement

is stopped. Thus, compression in the longitudinal direction, which does not force any lateral

motion will not be stopped while compression causing large lateral motion will be stopped

immediately. 
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FIG. 95. Stopping probability depending on angle of contact  

Therefore, in a granular medium exposed to unidirectional motion we find angles of contacts

only after the granules have contacted the sidewalls of a cell. Hence, contact angles will not

occur with equal probability, but following a distribution like:

   .P( )d i cos

 

ψ
ψd

dy

1

0

dψψ

x

y

FIG. 96. Linear deformation, leading to a COS distribution of contact angles

A constant probability  , using  yields Pdy dy = cos d

 Pd = C cos d

In addition to this, the maximum available angle of contact  plays a significant role since

averaging needs to be done over all possible configurations. 
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11. 6. 2  Definition of a Cell

A cell which represents a section of a force chain supported by one lateral contact at each

side can be defined in the following manner:

 

~30° 0°

2r cos    +2r  cos
4r

ψψ 0
00

ψψ1

1

2

2

2r  +2r  sin ψ0 0

FIG. 97. Geometric extent of ‘basic cell’ depending on angles of contact 

Here, the horizontal extent of the basic cell, i.e. in the direction of the force chain, is given

as:

  (for averaging purposes),sx = 2r0 cos 1 + 2r0 cos 2 h 4r0 cos

while the vertical height, i.e. the lateral with of a chain is

 s y = 2r0 + 2r0 sin = 2r0(1 + sin )

The form factor  is determined to correct the ratio of vertical to horizontal forces  g K =
Fy

Fx

when transformed to measurable stresses  into a basic cell. K =
y
x = g $ K = g $

Fy

Fx

Using  and   we find the formfactor:Fx = x $ sy Fy = y $ sx

 y
x = g $

Fy

Fx

 g =
y $ Fx

x $ Fy
=

y $ x $ sy

x $ y $ sx
=

sy

sx

11. 6. 3  General Formulation of the Form Factor:

Presuming constant distribution of angles of contact  up to the limiting angle  the norm is

calculated:

   resp. 1 = C ¶
0

d = C( − 0) C = 1
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Thus, we have

 s x
e = ¶

0

2 c o s d = 2 s in − 0 =
2 s in

and

 .sy
e = 1 + ¶

0

1 sin d = 1 − 1 cos + 1 cos 0 = 1 + 1 −
cos

This yields a general formfactor

  ge =
sy

e

sxe
=

1 + 1 −
cos

2 sin =
+ 1 − cos

2 sin

Using a cos-shaped distribution for the probability of an angle of contact  up to the limiting

angle  changes the formulation as follows:

   resp.  1 = C ¶
0

cos d = C(sin − sin 0) C = 1
sin

Thus, we have

 s x
c = ¶

0

2
s in c o s 2 d =

2
2 s in + 2

4 s in s in 2 − 0 = 1
s in + 1

2 s in 2

 s x
c = 1

s i n ( + s i n c o s )

and

 sy
c = 1 + ¶

0

1
sin sin cos d = 1 + 1

2 sin sin2 − 0 = 1 + 1
2 sin

which yields:

 gc =
sy

c

sxc
=

1 + 1
2 sin

1
sin ( + sin cos )

=
1 + 1

2 sin sin
+ sin cos =

sin + 1
2 sin2

+ sin cos
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The result of these two calculations is displayed in the following drawing:
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FIG. 98. Form factor  derived from the extent of a ‘basic cell’  (File: Formfactor, General.123)g

The form factor for the commonly used limiting angle  is determined to be = 60o

  for evenly distributed angles of contactge( = 60o) = 0.893

  for angles of contact following a COS-distribution.gc( = 60o) = 0.838

11. 6. 4  Packing Ratios

From the calculated mean density of a force chain  and the associated width  of such a2 $ sx sy

chain, the resulting mean packing ratio rsp. pore volume : , precondi-stoch nstoch = 1 − stoch

tioning monodisperse cylinders can be computed:

A two-dimensional volume of size  is filled with  parallel chains comprising cylindersa2 ny nx

with radius .R

         ny = a
sy

nx = a
2 $ sx

Hence the theoretical packing ratio is determined:

  (for constant distribution)stoch,e = a2

2 $ sxe $ sye
R2

a2R2 =
2

4 sin (1 + − cos )
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    (for COS distribution)stoch,c = a2

2 $ sxc $ syc
R2

a2R2 =
sin

2( + sin cos ) 1 + 1
2 sin

The following graph shows the characteristics:
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FIG. 99. Pore Volume and packing fraction  derived from the extent of a ‘basic cell’  (File: Formfactor, General.123)n

In particular, the theoretical packing fraction for the limiting angle  is determined:= 3

  rsp.  for evenly distributed angles ofstoch,e( = 60o) j 0.643 nstoch,e( = 60o) j 0.357
contact

  rsp.  for angles of contact following astoch,c( = 60o) j 0.641 nstoch,e( = 60o) j 0.359
COS-distribution

11. 7  Building Mean Values

The formulae developed in the previous chapter have been implemented to the compute

simulation environment. Proceeding further, the results and the respective boundary condi-

tions are discussed here.

11. 7. 1  Generating Force Chains

A virtual force chain is built by appending one cylinder after the other, beginning from the

left boundary. Angles of contact were chosen stochastically by the internal random number

generator of the DELPHI environment (Borland Inc.).
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The distribution of contact angles was selectable as CONSTANT or proportional to the COS

of the angle, always limited by a presetable angle , which is set to . Two additional= 60o

alternatives are available for test purposes: Alternating random and constant angles of

contacts allow for preliminary checks.

In order to gain significant results, a fairly high number of 5000 cylinders was chosen. 

 

P(   ) P(   )

ψ ψ

ψ ψ

ξ ξ−ξ −ξ

1 1

Angle of contact

Const-Distribution COS-Distribution

Angle of contact

FIG. 100. Constant Distribution  of contact angles vs. COS Distribution

11. 7. 2  Frictionless State

Modelling the equilibrium state for all concerned cylinders, a single horizontal force Fx = 1
was applied to the leftmost cylinder at .= 0

After this, equilibrium for every cylinder was computed by the force propagation formulae.

Supporting contacts were assumed at the top or at the bottom of the cylinder, basically

depending on the difference of the contact angles. After finishing the computation the

Top/Bottom indicator  is adapted to the resulting sign of the supporting lateral force  int Fy

order to model the support respectively.

Three equations of equilibrium require three preset variables to determine further three

variables. Thus, besides the force components at the left contact  and  the tangentialFx
1 Fy

1

frictional force at the supporting contact  needs to be preset. Its value was chosen .Fx
3 Fx

3 = 0
This corresponds to the frictionless case where no contact is producing a moment due to the

centre of each cylinder.

The supporting forces  of every cylinder were weighted with the applied longitudinal forceFy
3

 and averaged over all cylinders:Fx = 1

(95% percentile)K =0
stoch = Fy

3 = 0.463!0.006
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This value needs to be converted into the conventional stress ratio by applying the geometri-

cal form factor  resulting in:ge

 (95% percentile)K =0
stoch = 0.519!0.007

11. 7. 3  Unloading Support Contacts by Friction

Friction at a certain contact allows for transmittance of not only normal but also tangential

forces. Yet, the amount of tangential force is not defined but only limited by the frictional

ratio . In this paper, the „active state” which is subject to the presenttan 0 = 0 = FT
FN

measurements is defined by the state where friction is used  to unload the supporting lateral

contacts as much as possible.

Since this state cannot be computed directly, it is approached iteratively by repeated attempts

to reduce the supporting force at every member of the chain.

As already discussed, we know, that unloading a lateral (top/bottom) contact leads to tangen-

tial forces at the chain contacts which compensate for the lacking force. Such a variation is

only applicable if the grain to grain friction allows to transmit the tangential force and if this

is balanced in close proximity in order to observe the mean local equilibrium.

Modelling this mechanism, a loop tries to modify every contiguous triple of cylinders

unloading the central supporting contact by  using the equations of equilibrium which0.1 o/oo

are derived in the chapter before. After every step, the compatibility of the transmitted

tangential forces with the frictional parameters is checked and hence the step possibly

revoked.

For each triple of cylinders a maximum of 10 steps is tried, then the next triple becomes the

subject of the unloading process. After all cylinders of the chain have been processed in this

way, the chain is treated again in backwards direction  to avoid systematical errors due to a

preferred processing order.

Such operation is repeated up to 2000 times until the computed average lateral force factors

improvement is less than , indicating that no more unloading can be done without1 o/oo

exceeding the frictional limit of the granular force chain.

Several simulation cycles were conducted for different types of angular distributions (const

and COS-shaped) and for a set of representative Angles of Friction  with varying0 = 0...50o

limiting angles . = 55..65o
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The results already including the influence of the geometrical form factor are shown in the

following graph:
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FIG. 101. Averaged lateral stress factor, using a constant distribution (File: NumSimulation.123)

Calculating the same on the basis of a distribution  yields slightly differentP( )d i cos
values, reflecting mainly the lower form factor .gc
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FIG. 102. Averaged lateral stress factor, using a  COS distribution (File: NumSimulations.123)

The sensitivity of results against the selection of a different maximum angle of contact 

 is shown in the following graph:= 54o
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FIG. 103. Lateral Stress Factor  using a Const. Distribution limited to 54°  (File: NumSimulation.123)

This reduction of the Lateral Stress Factor caused by a reduced range of contact angles will

imply some consequences on the extent of macroscopic structures and is discussed in later

chapters.

11. 8  Discussion of Results

Comparison to the measured values leads to the need of some adaptive measures. The

simulation results are stable and reproducible. 

Yet, the simulated packing fraction value of  rsp. the porosity  does notstoch j 0.64 n = 0.36
match the values obtained in experiment for LLO-systems:

0,2100,1980,2160,274Av. Porosity n = 1 − meas

0,7900,8020,7840,726Av. Packing Fraction meas

7,75°11,33°19,71°36,34°Grain to grain friction 0

TeflonPVCPolyolefinPolyester

LLO-Readings

This is certainly the consequence of the difference between the idealised simulated situation

and the real conditions during the experiment as the simulation was conducted for uncom-

pressed granular material, which is not the case for the experimental results.
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LLO-Measurements were accomplished after exposing the system to ‘low’ level of organisa-

tion which implies an unnegligible compression of . This is assumed not to alter thej 5 %
extent of the basic cell significantly but to initiate some reorganisation within the granular

material which will have some impact discussed later.

As a consequence, some modification to the distribution of contact angles certainly occurs

but can be neglected due to the low sensitivity of the simulation results against such

influence. However it will be taken into account by using a maximum angle of contact of 

 instead of . This modification corresponds to the perception of all contactsj 56.6o j 60o

beyond  to be shifted out of the  range and replaced by contacts at lower anglesj 56.6o 60o

when a pair of cylinders is compressed to about 5 % of an average diameter.

 

56.6°

56.6° 56.6°60°

60°

P(   )

60°0°

ψ

~5%
L~2cos 60° = 1

FIG. 104. Limiting the range of contact angles to 56.6° by  a deformation of ~5 % 

The most significant difference is assumed to be the possible overlap of parallel lateral force

chains which reduces the average width of the chains. Idealised, the width of a force chain

was calculated on the basis of exclusively normal supporting forces at the outermost

positions of the cylinders. The applied minor deformation in LLO cases is expected to suffi-

ciently cause a major overlap and hence increase of the lateral stress factor:  

 

s
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y

y
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Flongσx
σx

FIG. 105. Correction by overlapping adjacent chains 
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The average width of a chain had been calculated on the perception of independent cylinder

chains as the mean value of the local size of basic cell which leads to an assumption of the

longitudinal force for each chain. Since in reality the wide gaps between theFlong = x $ y
sy

chains are filled a certain overlap of the chains is unavoidable. Such synchronisation is

assumed to have no significant impact on the stochastic nature of the arrangement. Yet, the

stress  is distributed on more chains causing the longitudinal force  to be somewhatx Flong

less why in consequence the measured ratio increases. K =
Fy

Fx

Thus, a correction to the measured values needs to be made in order to transpose them to the

ideal situation which is the basis of the simulation model. The packing fraction of a particular

measurement compares to the resulting theoretical packing fraction from the simulation and

hence defines the percentage of overlap of adjacent force chains:

 
stoch
meas = overlap

In this way, the measured Lateral Stress Factor is adapted to the simulational situation by:

KLLO
frict

SIM
= overlap $KLLO

frict

+/-0,029+/-0,039+/-0,038+/-0,035Error 95%

0,1440,1920,3340,249Transposed Result

88,57%81,63%79,80%81,01%Overlap Correction

+/-0,034+/-0,049+/-0,030+/-0,043Error 95%

0,7260,7840,8020,790Packing Fraction

+/-0,024+/-0,031+/-0,031+/-0,025Error 95%

0,1630,2350,4190,307  (LLO)Ka
frict

49,04°+/-1,98°32,21°+/-2,67°11,33°20,35°+/-3,01°corr. for irregularities

36,34°19,71°11,33°7,75°0 = arctan 0

PolyesterPolyolefinPVCTeflon
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FIG. 106. Averaged lateral stress factor in comparison to measured values (File: NumSimulation.123)

11. 8. 1  Major Characteristics

The constant distribution of contact angle matches the measurement data acceptably well

within or at least close to the given error margins. Hence, the consideration of parallel force

chains satisfying local equilibrium of normal and tangential forces seems sufficient to

describe the stochastical behaviour in LLO systems. Some inaccuracy of the model is

indicated by the tendency of the measured values at high angles of friction to lower stress

factors, meeting the simulated graph somewhat below the error bar. 

This behaviour is certainly the consequence of a neglected mechanism of significant influ-

ence. In fact a stochastic approach can only cover completely unorganised systems, while the

observed granular medium has been subject to some compressing deformation which allows

for at least small modification to the structure. Therefore some deviation of the measurement

values with respect to the simulation results must be expected.

Obviously the impact is a further small reduction of the Lateral Stress Factor which is mainly

proportional to the angle of friction. A very plausible explanation for such behaviour can be

given qualitatively and is easily confirmed by visual observation of the compacted granular

system:

While constructing all configurations of cylinders, some can be found which are stable by

friction without any lateral support. These are dependant on the radii of the participating

cylinders, the orientation of the subsystem and finally the angle of friction between the

surfaces. 
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FIG. 107. Some configurations of higher order causing ‘Locking Areas’ inducing no Lateral Stress

Needless to say, that none of these configurations remains stable on vanishing friction while

the ratio of stable systems and orientations increases with rising friction. It is common to all

the considered combinations, that they comprise more simultaneous contacts than are

employed in stochastically built granular media. Therefore the probability of occurrence is

neglectably low. Yet, considering granular media exposed to some even low compressing

deformation, single cylinders are pressed out of their position and move to ‘better’ contacts,

i.e. searching for a more stable situation. In detail we assume that the cylinders at the most

exposed positions contributing most to the average lateral stress are subject to the highest

forces and therefore most easily move out until a locally stable position is found where no

lateral stress is generated. In such a configuration called ‘Locking Areas’ no contribution to

the Lateral Stress Factor is made and thus its mean value decreases.
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FIG. 108. Simulation results with assumed locking areas in comparison to measured values (File: NumSimulation.123)

However, since the model is not intended to serve as theory but as a plausibility calculation,

such improvements are not persecuted in this context. Only the order of correction was
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estimated by the assumption of an neglected impact linear with the angle of friction .0

Then, a very small further offset of  per degree makes the measurement values match1o/oo

well.

This leads to the assumption that 4,5 % of the contacts are subject to such locking mecha-

nisms at an effective angle of friction + j 45o

11. 8. 2  Summarized Observations

Since the difference between constant distribution of contact angle and  COS-distribution

in the simulation is less than the expected error of the measurements, no conclusion can

be made whether a displacement of  is sufficient to activate a COS-distribution. j 5 %

Simulation computing provides a fixed packing fraction which is not matched by the

measurements. Thus, we conclude significant impact by the deformation process, even if

displacement is as low as . However, only the overlap of force chains needs to bej 5 %
adapted to match the reality.

The permission of only a limited range for the possible angles of contact is of great

importance. Its omission would lead to unrealistically high estimations for the lateral

stress factors. The restriction can be determined by the constant limit , even on the= 3

basis of a non uniform distribution of grain radii. Presumably, this is valid only if the

distribution is centred around a sharp value and not too wide. 

Again, the value for vanishing friction in a completely unorganised system is confirmed

to be about  in fairly good accordance to Duran [52]. Comparison of theks( 0 = 0) j 0.52
simulated results including the assumed impact of locking configurations to the predic-

tion of Rankine shows that a structural component of friction for such a model which

develops to zero for  is evident.0 dj 4
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FIG. 109. Simulation results with assumed locking areas in comparison the Rankine prediction (File: NumSimulation.123)

The well matching description of LLO measurements by a pure stochastic approach leads to

understand the importance of selforganising mechanisms in granular media. Based on a

displacement of up to one average grain diameter, only very local processes are activated e.g.

the effects of the unevenness of surfaces and the building of locking configurations. Further-

more, friction seems to impede the packing process a lot, so actual values of packing fraction

need to be taken into account. Beyond this, no more mechanisms need to be considered, the

overall behaviour is fairly well determined by stochastic positioning.

Yet, this state is of relevance for dry granular media, but largely not for soil, since soil is

always exposed to a tectonic or grown deformation history which dominates the behaviour

and, thus, shifts the characteristic to the range of the HLO-measurements with much higher

deformation than by some four grain diameters.
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12  Review on HLO and LLO Measurements

Obviously the measured lateral stress factor in dependence of the grain to grain friction

parameter behaves differently for highly and lowly organised systems and therefore different

mechanisms are found to be dominating the two extreme situations investigated here. There

is no sharp transition expected to separate them, however the observed situations seem to be

far enough away from this transition to display the particular characteristic of each type.

Computations based on the expected effects allow to reproduce the obtained measurement

results with ample closeness in both cases.

Nevertheless at least an attempt must be made to compare the two cases by trying to apply

the found mechanisms for the respectively other situation. This may serve to improve the

understanding of the transition.

For HLO granular systems dominated by the development of shear joints the following

expression had been found, which yields the effective angle of friction  from thearctan 0
eff

grain to grain angle of friction  and the maximum available angle of contact in a shear joint0

.  This dependency turns out to be well compatible with the measurement results.

 0
eff =

cos 0 − cos + sin 0 ln tan 4 + 0 +
2

sin + sin 0

For straight shear joints in a set of equally sized circular cylinders  was equal to  where30o

small deviations from this state were indicated by slightly larger values of . Inl 30o..40o

this range the resulting transformation is an offset of about . 10o − 20o

However testing this approach for the extreme state of stochastically positioned cylinders

(LLO) requests to use a value of . It can be clearly seen that in this case the offset toj 60o

the grain to grain friction values  rises to  but becomes infinite for all friction values0 30o

larger than  . This leads to virtually infinite friction which implies a vanishing contribu-30o

tion of the shear joints to the lateral stress factor. The main part in this case is expected to be

a direct consequence of the force chains themselves.
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Therefore an approach based on more or less smooth shear joints can affirmatively not be

applied for granular sets dominated by stochastically positioned cylinders.   
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(File: HLO-Mechanism for LLO.123)

The central idea of describing the lateral stress factor by the situation in the shear joint is

obviously unsustainable if no shear joints are generated.

On the other hand the simulational approach well describing the behaviour of a set of

stochastically positioned cylinders in a LLO system may be tested for the HLO material
as well. In this case the angle of contact in a force chain needs to be restricted to very small

values of about , representing the unevenness of the chain. The basic value of  is10o 30o

already considered in a perfectly straight force chain. 

In order to investigate the contribution of the force chains themselves, even if shear joints are

existing, the simulation software described before was set to create and calculate appropriate

force chains with contact angles evenly distributed between  and  where . The− = 10o

resulting lateral stress factor was additionally plotted to the final result of the realistic simula-

tion, which mirrors the stochastic (LLO) situation in accordance with the measured stress

values:
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FIG. 111. Simulation of very straight force chains, lateral stress (File: NumSimulation.123)

It must be kept in mind, that such an approach is based on the assumption that the lateral

stress is mainly produced by the force chains themselves, not by the interaction of the chains.

Therefore the contribution of the chain is far too low to explain the measurement results.

Thus the assumption of a dominating situation in the shear joint for HLO systems is evident.
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13  Structures in Granular Material

Obviously, granular material cannot be treated as if it was continuous. Yet the approaches

used by soil mechanics are well founded and do not comprise any structural implications.

The following chapter concentrates on the influence of the inherent structure of the single

cylinders as well as the macroscopic structures built by self organising mechanisms.

  
FIG. 112. Inherent Structure                                                      FIG. 113. Macroscopic Structure

13. 1  Inherent Structure  

13. 1. 1  Influence in Highly Organised Granular Material

As has already been shown in previous chapters, the consistency of granular material as a

conglomerate of cylinders has significant consequences. Concerning highly organised

systems, where we expected continuous theories like Rankine to be applied best, a discrep-

ancy between the Angle of Friction  as a result of the averaged behaviour of the material

versus the Angle of Friction  derived from the Coefficient of Friction between the interact-0

ing particles was substantiated.

We found , where the structural offset  was reaching values between = 0 + f( , ) f( , ) 12o

and  in the present experiments. The offset  had been the expression of the uneven15o f( , )
surface within the sliding joint. This dependency is certainly closely aligned to the distribu-

tion of the particle sizes as well as their shape and angularity.

Since classic considerations expect a material with no inherent friction  to present0 = 0
itself like a frictionless liquid; the Coefficient of Lateral Stress  is expected to be 1.Ka( 0)

Yet this is not valid for a material with an inherent structure:
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Such behaviour can be observed in the case of vanishing effective Angle of Friction ,

meaning nothing else than the combination  to become zero. Thus the Micro-= 0 + f( , )

scopic Angle of Friction is expected to compensate the influence of the inherent structure .
Since friction cannot be negative, i.e. , this situation will actually never occur.0 m 0

As a matter of fact, the macroscopic definition of  is made from a view that summarises all

frictional and structural response of the material to meet exactly this anticipation 

. Such an approach comprises the perception, that friction is the only contribu-Ka( = 0) = 1
tion of granularity to the characteristics, which can be held true as long as structural effects

can be described as an additional frictional term. Yet as the experiments indicate, this term

seems to be not constant but a more or less linearly decreasing function of the frictional

parameter. Nevertheless, since in general applications the Angle of Friction is commonly

determined through experiments and scarcely extrapolated to other materials, this is only of

academical interest.

13. 1. 2  Influence in Statistical Approaches on Lowly Organised Granular
Matter

13. 1. 2. 1  Structural Impact on Granular Material under Vanishing Friction

In the same way, concerning granular material of low organisation, the impact of the inherent

structure is also evident.

The computations, done before, yield a lateral stress factor of about ,K( 0 = 0) j 0.45..0.55
depending on the applied distribution, but certainly not close to 1. Since the operating mecha-

nism is different in comparison to the highly organised structures, a well founded relation

between  and  can not be formulated. Nevertheless the values different from unity at 0

 can easily be justified:0 = 0

The model consists of cylinders with more or less equal diameters. Such a model, introduced

for a typical granular material, cannot be valid for a continuous system like a fluid.

In a situation with  we imagine frictionless sliding cylinders. Nevertheless the struc-0 = 0o

ture remains real; even frictionless movements are accomplished by contacts, defined through

geometrical conditions and statistically distributed positions and angles. At each contact

longitudinal forces are transformed into lateral forces. Thus, it stands to reason that statisti-

cally distributed frictionless contact orientations are in no way forced to produce an average

lateral force factor of 1. 
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Remark: This consideration is valid for the statistical case of a system with no or only low

level of organisation. As soon as forced deformation begins to play a role, self organising

mechanisms start trying to reach a state which is characterised by :K( = 0) = 1

All motion in one direction is redirected in all other directions and thus no special direction is

preferred since no friction provides an asymmetrical contribution to movement and forces.

Thus, the situation finally can only end at a symmetrical state, where the - non existing -

friction and the structural share lead to  in common.K = 1

13. 1. 2. 2  Lateral Force Factor in Extreme Configurations

In order to gain a comparative value for an obtainable Lateral Stress Factor, two theoretical

borderline cases are considered:

Let all cylinders be of equal diameter .  In case A below, all particles are ordered ind = 1
exact lines. Then, assuming infinitely hard granules and thus, neglecting elastic effects

derived from the poisson factor, the Lateral Force Factor is obviously determined  asKa
A = 0

well as the Lateral Stress Factor . Case B below considers parallel lines, horizontallyKa
A = 0

displaced by half a diameter, so that the cylinders are positioned in the most dense packing.

In the most extreme situation, the cylinders in a line are just not touching their left or right

partner resulting in the transmission of forces running zigzag between the lines. 

 

y

x

ψ

d = 1

Case A Case B

FIG. 114. Two distinct extreme arrangements of cylinders

Then, the Lateral Force Factor is calculated using ,  and   , rsp.x = sin y = cos x
y = tan

  x = y tan

The differential is determined:

 , dx = tan dy
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which yields for the value of interest := 30)

  dx = 1
3

dy

As has been already derived in chapter 11.1 „Highly simplified Model“ the forces can also be

obtained by using the principle of virtual displacements. A small virtual modification  ofdx
the longitudinal distance of two adjacent cylinders interacting with a force  causes aFlong

modification  to the lateral distance where the force  is acting. The impact of elasticity,dy Flat

weight and other side effects is again assumed to be of negligible order in comparison to the

mechanical contribution. Considering the virtual work of such a limited mechanical friction-

less system yields

   Fx dx = Fy dy

which again leads to

 KB = Fx
Fy

=
dy
dx = 3 l 1.73

Considering stress instead of forces, the coefficient  needs to be corrected by the extent ofK
the basic cell, depending on the actual angle of contact:

 , x = Fx
y y =

Fy
x

KB = x
y = xFx

yFy
= x

y
dy
dx = tan

dy
dx =

tan
tan = 1

More generally, we consider a symmetrically packed granular system formed by cells of four

cylinders, where angles of contact  are possible in the range , denoted asc [30o, 60o ]

range I. 
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FIG. 115. Symmetrical arrangement of equally sized cylinders
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With , , and thus  ,  , the Lateral Force Factorx = d sin y = d cos x = y tan dx = dy tan
for  can be written:0

Fx dx = Fy dy e Ka
I =

Fy

Fx
= dx

dy = tan

Using and , we obtain as the Lateral Stress Factor:x = Fx
y y =

Fy
x

  Ka
I =

y
x =

y Fy

x Fx
= cot tan = 1

independent of the angle of contact .c [30o, 60o ]

Yet, the angle of contact  cannot always be restricted to the denoted range I. If it becomes

less than  (range II), the symmetry of the structure gets lost and a completely different30o

mechanism begins to work:
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FIG. 116. Arrangements of cylinders, where symmetry is broken

The contacts marked by the black double bars are breaking up, the points ( ) are taking over

all the force and the bold lines remain as force bearing chains:

In this case we obtain: ,     and thus:  ,    .x = d sin y = 2d cos x =
y
2 tan dx =

dy
2 tan

Finally, the consideration of virtual displacements as shown above leads to:  

  .Fx dx = Fy dy e Ka
II =

Fy

Fx
= dx

dy = 1
2 tan

Converting this to a Lateral Stress Factor we need to use the full width of a cell:  andx ∏ = d
thus:
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       for Ka
II =

y
x =

y Fy

x ∏ Fx
=

2d cos
d

1
2 tan = sin c [0..30o ]

The combination of these two situations is displayed in the following graph:
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FIG. 117. Lateral Stress Factor  for special arrangements of cylinders, where   (File: ExtremeCasesSymm60°.123) 0 = 0

Since every granular system comprises of all these types of mechanisms, we expect an

overall Lateral Stress Factor definitely smaller than unity, even on vanishing friction. Assum-

ing equally distributed angles , we obtain an average Lateral Stress Factor of:c 0, 3

 Ka =
y
x = 3 ¶

0

3
y( )
x( ) d = 3 ¶

0

6
sin d + 3 $ 6 = 3 1 − cos 6 + 1

2 = 0.627

Remark: This corresponds very well to the results obtained from both the HLO as well as the

LLO measurements extrapolated to frictionless granular systems. Furthermore it rather

matches the value cited by Duran [52], who denotes a ‘coefficient of redirection towards the

wall’ for frictionless monodispersed two dimensional granular media of  . K j 0.58

Friction has not yet been taken into account and reduces the possible Lateral Force Factor. As

derived before (see chapter 11.1 Statistical Approach: Less Organised Granular Material,

Simplified Model), we obtain for a sliding contact at angle  including the influence of

friction : 0

 Ka
g i tan( − 0 )
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For illustration, the result for grain to grain Angles Of Friction  is drawn for the0 = 0..45o

two cases I at and II at in the following graph:= 30o..60o = 0o..30o

                for                Ka
I = tan( − 0 )

tan = 30o..60o

        for                  Ka
II = cos tan( − 0) = 0o..30o

 

FIG. 118. Lateral stress factor for extreme cases (File: ExtremeCasesSymm60°.123)

13. 2  Building Of Mesh Structures

As all the polarisation images show and as easily can be imagined, forces are not borne

equally by all granules in a granular material [17]. Instead, force chains are built, which

transfer most of the force, being stabilised and supported by the environmental grains.

Friction and helpful geometrical configurations provide good stabilisation of high longitudi-

nal forces by very low supporting forces. Self organising mechanisms are controlling the

size, orientation and symmetries of this mesh structure as soon as motion gives rise to altera-

tion of structures at all. Up to this point, stochastic positioning and contacting dominates the

local formation of structures.
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The following paragraphs are intended to consider qualitatively the mechanisms of building

macroscopic structures as well as to point out some quantitative estimations of their possible

extent.

 
FIG. 119. Picture from the polariscope, displaying the building of a force network

13. 2. 1  Originating Macroscopic Structures - Qualitative Description 

When exposing a granular system to a longitudinal compressing force, positions and angles

of contact can not be predicted. Thus the force is passed on by stochastic chains, wherever

stable configurations can be found [21,22]. However, a granular system which is not exposed

to any stabilising force has no stable contacts at all, let alone stable chains. These are always

the product of more or less deformation of the system and therefore created by self organising

mechanisms. The resulting lateral forces reflect the distribution of contact angles and friction

stabilised structures, averaged by the lot.

Generating a contact is always the result of at least a small compression in a certain direction.

This may happen even on a very low level of force, e.g. applied by the own weight of the

cylinders or by the friction between the cylinders or between the walls and the cylinders.

Then, a macroscopic deformation of a granular system in direction  is distributed equally tox
all cylinders lined up in the direction of the deformation. The probability  of generatingP( )

a contact in a direction  is determined proportional to  and thus preferring contacts incos
direction .x
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FIG. 120. Schematic view of the probability of generating further contacts (neglecting own weight)

The closer an angle of contact is to , the more stable it is in the view of the compressionl 0
in direction , generating low lateral forcesx

Since a stable contact allows no further compression of this pair of cylinders, the deformation

in direction  is distributed to the rest of the cylinders in the line, resulting in a somewhatx
higher compression as the chain grows. Assuming the probability of generating contacts to

rise with the amount of compression, any existing contact serves as a kind of initiating point,

where further stable contacts tend to attach and build longer lines. With this, the intrinsic

inhomogenity of the granular material comes to be the basis for the larger mesh structure.
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FIG. 121. Inhomogenities become the seeds for building longer force chains 

Since friction and lateral forces are coupling parallel movement, another parallel line is not

very likely to be created in the direct neighbourhood of an existing line. Thus a starting chain

wants to elongate itself while keeping other competing lines away. The range of this interac-

tion, elongating as well as protecting, depends on the interplay of a chain with its environ-

ment and will be quantitatively estimated in further chapters.
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Not all contacts, created in this way are stable. Therefore a chain is terminated by a single

contact not hitting centrally at  and thus redirecting the force to somewhere else. Withj 0
ongoing compression, the number of unstable contacts is increasing and starting to redirect

the compression to any other direction. This initiates the same process in the transversal

direction too and begins to create transversal force chains. Having reached a stable state the

motion in direction  equals the motion in the lateral direction . Thus, allowing a sufficientx y
amount of deformation enhances symmetry and produces as many longitudinal as transversal

force chains, thus meshes occur with mainly equal height and width (This consideration

concerns only the extent of meshes, not their shape, where intuitively honeycomb structures

are expected).

During the phase of compression nothing of the structures can be made visible, because the

forces are too low to be displayed by the polariscope. Only when all motion has come to an

end where the granular material touches the walls of the experimental container, forces are

rising while no more deformation is accomplished. This quasi ‘frozen’ state can be made

visible and is available for further investigations.

13. 2. 2  Impact of the Mesh Structure on Lateral Forces vs. Measurement

Computing lateral forces leads to a factor , where the average lateral force  perKa = Flat
Flong

Flat

length of a grain is calculated with respect to the longitudinal force  in a one diameterFlong

wide chain. Distributing the horizontal stress  not to all available chains, but on somelong

highlighted chains, i.e. every , chain, accidentally bearing more of the stress, the longitu-mth

dinal force is expected to be higher by the factor . Thus the resulting lateral force is deter-m
mined to be locally increased by the factor  too.m
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FIG. 122. Overall equilibrium of stress in networks
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Yet, observations of the polarisation images clarify, that the distance  of the bearing forcem
chains is of the size  to  diameters (See picture at the beginning of this chapter), while2 3
quantitative measurements, not considering the macroscopic mesh structure, confirm the

lateral force factors fairly well (See chapter ‘Discussion of Results: Less Organised Granular

Material’). 

Consequently, we are forced to assume a selforganised mechanism, which is capable to adapt

the lateral force in a chain appropriate enough to keep equilibrium with adjacent chains all

over the granular system. Under this perception, the visible structure just mirrors the inhomo-

geneous bearing of the forces as the applied stress is distributed on all the chains, each

bearing so much of the charge as it can, producing the same averaged lateral force.

13. 3  Modelling Structures in Granular Material

In order to investigate the influence of mesh structures to the well founded continuous

models, which are after all known to describe granular material fairly well, we need to

estimate the mechanisms as well as the dimensions of the selforganised activities. This leads

to the necessity to find discrete models, still qualitative ones, but accurate enough to provide

values and ranges: 

13. 3. 1  Estimating the Scope of an Irregularity 

A very basic consideration, derived from previously achieved characteristics of granular

material, allows to estimate the reach out of a disturbance in homogeneity as a force bearing

chain certainly is.

The mesh structure itself cannot provide any information about its extent, since the probabil-

ity of a lateral supporting chain does not depend on the length of the longitudinal chain, rsp.

the lateral force is not fading on a growing chain length. In particular, the fact of an existing

lateral chain does not reduce the probability of another lateral chain further up the line. 
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FIG. 123. Single force chain in a mesh structure, no interaction with the environment 

The only obtainable information comes from the interaction of a chain with its environment,

which is ruled by the Lateral Stress Factor  generated by the chain itself. The lateral forceK

per grain, , weighted with an effective Coefficient of Friction , adds up a
K Flong

ge
av

backward force along the extent of the chain until the primary longitudinal force  is fullyFlong

compensated. Since the force  as well as the Lateral Stress Factor  and last but not leastFlong K
the effective Coefficient of friction  are dominated by stochastic processes, the result canav

only be an average value too.

  

Flong

F   =R µav Flat

F   =R µav Fla

F   =lat
K
ge Flong

F   =lat
K
ge Flong

FIG. 124.  A single force chain limited in length of effectiveness by friction   versus environmentav

Consequently, the reduction of force  over a length   is: dF dx

 dFlong = − avFlat = −
avK
ge Flong dx

As this simple differential equation is solved by the exponential function:

  Flong i exp(−
avK
ge x)

we obtain an average scope  . W =
ge

avK
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In order to achieve at least rough estimates for this value, both the approach made for granu-

lar systems with a high level of organisation as well as the one for low level of organisation

yield comparable results:

The numerical evaluation for granular media in the LLO-state leads (See chapter ‘Discus-
sion of results: Granular Material with Low Level of Organisation’) to an average Lateral

Stress Factor  of: K
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FIG. 125. Numerically obtained lateral stress factor for LLO systems (File: NumSimulation ReachOut.123)

Since smooth sliding planes cannot be presupposed, the coefficient of friction needs to be

corrected. 
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FIG. 126.  Effective friction in a sliding joint, represented by average angle  

Remembering the adjustment made for uneven sliding joints (chapter 9.2), the available

geometrical range for lateral contacts  (i.e. completely unordered: ) mayc [− /3, 0] = /3
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be represented here by the average angle  as a constant offset to the grain to grain angle of

friction :0

 = − /3 + 0
2

and thus

 av j tan( 0 − ) = tan 0 + /3 − 0
2 = tan 0 + /3

2
With this we obtain the following estimation, where an offset of 1 is added, in order to signal

the scope of interaction to the next neighbour and further.
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 FIG. 127. Range of influence, limited by inherent friction in lowly organised systems (File: NumSimulationReachOut.123)

As the parameter of friction rises, it also reduces the lateral forces and thus the scope of influ-

ence is more or less kept constant at values ranging from 4 to 4.5 average diameters as long

as reasonable Angles of Friction are considered. Unaltered structural influence prevents the

system from reaching more extended values.

Using the obtained values for granular material with higher level of organisation

(HLO-state) produces approximately the same result:

We found, that the concept of Rankine is met very well, if the Macroscopic Angle of Friction 

 is replaced by the corrected Microscopic Angle of Friction . This leads toj 0 + f( , )

results for the lateral stress factor  close to . Furthermore, friction withinKa Ka = tan2( 4 − 2 )
the sliding joint can be written as . Yet this parameter is only valid along theav = tan
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smoothened sliding joint, which is not vectored in direction of  but deflected by the angle F0

. Thus, the arrangement being ordered best in this direction, grows worse in every= 4 − 2
other direction leading to a non isotropic range. Referring to the chapter Discussion of

Results: Well Organised Granular Material, we can describe the ‘worst case’ exemplarily

by:

 av = −
ln(cos( + 0))

+ 0

where the range of possible contacts  can be up to 60°. Since this value is not realistic, we

put  for a rough check. Using these values we obtain the scope with respect to thej 50o

macroscopic Angle of Friction , which is known to be some  to  greater than . 10o 15o
0

 
FIG. 128. Range of influence, limited by friction in highly organised systems (File: NumComputation ReachOutTwoCases.123)

This approach leads to a slightly enlarged reachout of about 6 to 8 grain-diameters in the

optimal direction and a bit more than 3 diameters in every other direction. Furthermore, we

note, that optimised structural arrangement of the granular systems invokes infinite scope of

inhomogeneity for vanishing friction, as could be expected. Yet this implies vanishing of the

structural impact itself as well and is therefore no realistic range.

Overall we conclude a range limited by several grain-diameters, where influences from force

chains are expected to have disappeared. Thus, self organisational structures normally remain

smaller than the magnitude of 10 diameters and averaging approaches covering more than

this size are assumably not affected by structural impact. 
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13. 3. 2  Basic Model for Chain Lengths 

13. 3. 2. 1  Probability of Stable Chains

In order to acquire a rough estimation for the resulting mesh size, a very simple model can be

of  great help:

Not considering a network, but just a mesh, we state a stable force bearing chain, if all

members of the chain are fulfilling a condition of stability. This criterion may be derived

from different considerations; here we need only the probability , possibly dependingP0( 0 )

on the Angle of Friction , for a single cylinder to meet the condition. 0

Then the probability of such a line of length  is determined to be   asn P( 0, n) = P0( 0)n−1

every elongating contact multiplies its probability to be stable on the lot.

Since normalisation was done on the probability of a single contact, the result is already

normalised. 

Using

 
m=0

∞

mPm =
m=0

∞

PmPm−1 =
m=0

∞

P Ø
ØP Pm = P Ø

ØP m=0

∞

Pm = P Ø
ØP

1
1 − P = P

(1 − P)2

allows to calculate the average length  of a line:N

  N =
n=1

∞

nP0
n−1 =

m=0

∞

(m + 1)P0
m =

m=0

∞

mP0
m +

m=0

∞

P0
m

 N = P0

(1 − P0 )2 + 1
(1 − P0 ) = P0 + 1 − P0

(1 − P0 )2 = 1
(1 − P0 )2

13. 3. 2. 2  Simple Model Using the Angle of Friction

A first approach can be the assumption, that a contact between two consecutive cylinders in a

chain keeps stability if the contact angle is small enough not to let the cylinders glide but

only to roll i.e. it is not a ‘gliding’ but a ‘rolling’ contact. In chapter 11.1. ‘Highly Simplified

Model for Less Organised Granular Material’ the condition of stability by friction was

derived as    and thus  , using  and 0 = tan 0 m
FT
FN

= tan [ 0 FT = sin Flong

.FN = cos Flong
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FIG. 129. Redirection of forces in preliminary model

In this respect the first gliding contact  terminates the stable chain. Furthermore we> 0

need to hypothesise that the last cylinder of the chain, where the next is to be attached is held

tight in its position by neighbouring elements. 

 

2ξ

2ϑ0
n-1n-3

n-2

n

FIG. 130. Model of force chain, defined by fixed cylinders, where the first non rolling contact terminates the chain.

In this case we can state the probability to be  leading to an average length ofP0 = 0 = 3 0

stable chains of:
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   FIG. 131. Av. length of chains, derived from ‘rolling vs. gliding’ criterion (File: LineLengths.123) 

This simple model ignores the contribution of rolling contacts to the lateral force, which

reaches significant values on higher angles of contact. Therefore, the model predicts infinite

chain lengths at , since exceeding this limit leads to all geometrically possible0 = 60o

contacts being rollers and therefore adding a stable contact to the chain. Taking the influence

of rollers into account will effectuate a much lower gradient, but has no effect on low angles

of friction. 

13. 3. 2. 3  Characteristic of Distribution

Taken quasi continuously, the distribution of line lengths can easily be written as exponential

function:

  P( 0, n) = cP0
n−1 = c e(n−1) ln P0

Regardless of how the final probability is calculated, this exponential characteristic corre-

sponds very well to measurements conducted by [20] and other more simulational approaches

like the q-model [18,19,21,22]. Here the run is taken from the probability of a contact beyond

the limit of , again under the restriction of having not considered the influence of the= 0

rolling contacts.
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FIG. 132. Fundamental exponential character of chain lengths (File: LineLengths.123) 

This rough estimation of mesh sizes is obviously very sensitive to the choice of the criterion

defining  and therefore only of use for investigating the exponential characteristic. Deter-P0

mining the absolute value of chain lengths needs a much more precise approach. 

Remark: Lengths of chains are not determined unwound but as the number of

grain-members. In order to find an absolute value of mesh sizes, a scaling form factor as

computed before needs to be taken into account.

13. 3. 3  Improved Model for Mesh Sizes (Argument of Equilibrium)

The visible mesh structure is obviously created by inhomogeneities in transformation of

longitudinal to transversal forces as discussed before. Nevertheless the system is still in

equilibrium, locally as well as averaged over a greater extent. Thus the most bearing force

chains need to keep equilibrium with the less bearing environment. Investigating stability and

probability of such chains under the precondition of averaged isotropy supplies a better

estimation for mesh sizes.

13. 3. 3. 1  Contacts in a Reduced Range of Angles

More stable force-chains are stimulated by the accidental or self-organised reduction of the

range available for angles of contact between adjacent cylinders. Let  be the average

maximum angle of contact, given by the structural restriction of equally sized cylinders. Any

limitation to this is described by the reduced maximum angle r [
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FIG. 133. Definition of a reduced range for contact angles

From simulations shown in chapter [11.3.2] the average value  is known. Yet this= /3
wide range is valid only for contacts independent from each other, which is the case for very

loosely packed granular material. Considering more densely packed material only very few

degrees of freedom are observed, hence forcing contacts to a much smaller range of angles. 

In particular for equally sized cylinders this can easily be shown: Approaching the maximum

packing fraction of a hexagonally ordered system the mean deviation  from an expected

angle of contact  vanishes completely since all contacts are forced to the symmetricalm

angles , defined in a freely rotating coordinate systemm
0 = [0o, 600, 120o, 180o, 240o, 300o]

around any arbitrary cylinder.
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FIG. 134. Reduced degree of freedom in dependency of packing fraction (monosized cylinders)
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The dependency of the extent of the distribution of contact angles from the packing fraction

for equally-sized cylinders has been investigated in detail by Gervois et al.[50] using methods

of Voronoi-tesselation. The following graph shows the experimental results together with a

bilinear approximation curve:

 
FIG. 135. Extent of contact angle distribution  in dependency of packing fraction (monosized cylinders)

The expected angle between two adjacent cylinders with respect to any arbitrary central

cylinder is  for equally-sized particles. Thus for a value of packing fractionm = /3
approaching zero, the angles are completely independent of each other covering the circum-

ference with constant probability and hence the mean deviation from the ordered state

becomes :m = 0.5
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FIG. 136. Extent of contact angle distribution  for infinite packing fraction (monosized cylinders)
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Since the reference position varies independently too, the extent needs to be distributed to

two absolute positions. Hence, the mean deviation from an assumed absolute position for

each of the participating contacts is about  considering monosized systems. /2 m

However, the system employed in our experiment rarely fulfils this condition. The simulation

described in chapter [11.3.3] provided the mean angular distance between adjacent cylinders

in the most ordered state of  as for equally-sized elements but also a mean deviation= 60o

from this value of  for the set of cylinders used in our experiments. Therefore, thej 11.4o

distribution given by [50] in dependence of the packing fraction needs to be expanded by the

possible variation of the opposite contact position, which is expected to be about three times

the measured extent for adjacent cylinders considering the position of three cylinders ordered

along a line:
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FIG. 137. Extent of contact angle distribution  for the set of cylinders used in this paper

In order to confirm this very rough estimation, another simulation calculation was done using

dedicated software written in Object Pascal:

 
FIG. 138. Screen shot of the simulation software, investigating the distribution of contact angles
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After selecting a central cylinder diameter from the pool of available values, it was closely

encircled by a set of more cylinders until the circle was closed. The remaining gap extent was

then distributed equally to all contacts around the central element. After this, the contact

which matches the position 180° best referring to the initial contact was recorded together

with its fraction of the gap as possible freedom of variation. Selecting cylinders was always

done stochastically, carefully observing the probability of occurrence given by the distribu-

tion of diameters. 

Furthermore, taking into account the dependency of  the packing fraction, every cylinder was

surrounded by a virtual ‘layer’ of predefined thickness, allowing for some well defined

distance of the cylinders. The range of free movement for the considered configuration was

increased by this thickness since it represents an additional clearance. Finally, the packing

fraction value was estimated by comparison of the participating cylinders sections to the total

area covered by the polygon which is defined by the centres of the surrounding cylinders. 

A typical graph containing data of a series of 10000 simulations is shown in the following

graph:

 

FIG. 139. Typical distribution of contact angles for the used set of cylinders 

Obviously, we obtain a broad, compact distribution, sharply limited by well defined angles.

Two symmetric peaks at  result from the discrete structure of the diameter distri-j 180o ! 30o

bution which allows only for definite configurations. Varying the packing fraction has not

much impact on the qualitative figure shown above. Thus, only the extent  of the distribu-∏

tion is used in further considerations. As expected, this value represents a new maximum

angle of contact introduced by the discrete character of the cylindrical elements in short

ranges.
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The results of six series of 10000 simulations each, applying twenty-three different ‘cover’-

clearance values representing different packing fractions is shown in the following graph:
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FIG. 140. Extent of the distribution of contact angles vs. Packing fraction (File: SimulationOfOrder.123)

Since the simulation procedure starts at the state which is ordered best, the observed packing

fraction value is not the random closest packing ( ) but somewhat higher(RCP j 0.82 j 0.84
). However, in contrast to the results of Gervois [50] the extent of the distribution of contact

angles in the opposite direction of the initial contact is ranging from . This is a∏ j 35o..37o

clear consequence of the high grade of order, the monosized system approaches on high

packing fraction, where the set of cylinder diameters used in our experiments leads to

constantly high variations of angles in a force chain, yet limited to a value significantly

smaller than the isotropic range of j 60o
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FIG. 141. Typical distribution of contact angles
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Remark: The simulation results match the estimated value of  fairly∏ j 3 $ 11.4o = 34.2o

well. The obtained dependency on the packing fraction can not be taken significant due to the

coarse method of acquisition.

Altogether, we note the existence of some order in small scales responsible for the building

of force chains, where the maximum angle of contact is no longer  as is valid inj 60o

average for larger volumes but  as a consequence of the cylindrical shape of the∏ j 36o

elements in interaction with the narrow distribution of cylinder diameters.

13. 3. 3. 2  Equilibrium

In a granular medium treated quasi continuously, each small volume is well balanced in all

directions. This implies that any longitudinal chain of cylinders, reaching from the feeding

point of force to the border of the granular system bears the same longitudinal fraction of

force and produces the same average lateral force keeping local equilibrium with all neigh-

bouring chains.

 

Longitudinal force
shared by all chains

Element in equilibrium

Lateral force resulting
from equilibrium

FIG. 142. Equilibrium in a quasi continuous system 

Contrary to this, all photo elastic experiments show discrete lines, which obviously are

bearing higher longitudinal forces. Nevertheless, they are in equilibrium with their neigh-

bourhood. In particular, adjacent chains are loaded far less, but still supply the local lateral

forces needed for equilibrium.
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FIG. 143. Equilibrium in a granular system, where some chains bear most of the longitudinal stress

Additionally, the observation of much lower angles of contact within visible highlighted

chains, mainly far less than the values suggested by the isotropic maximum angle of contact 

, leads to the following interpretation:j 60o

In order to keep the local equilibrium, small local rearrangements are necessary.

Nevertheless, the mean lateral force of any chain needs to be equal, regardless of its capabil-

ity to bear longitudinal forces. This is possible as soon as the highlighted, and thus more

bearing chains are built by angles of contact, which do not utilise the range up to the

maximum Angle of Contact , but are much less, e.g. only up to . In this case, the= 3 r [

Lateral Stress Factor  is much lower too.K( r, 0)
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FIG. 144. Reduction of lateral stress by limiting the range of possible contact angles
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Thinking macroscopically, a reduced limiting angle of contact  implies a reduced lateralr

force factor . The condition of equilibrium requires this lateral force to equal theK( r, 0)

average lateral force within the granular system as a whole. In order to achieve this, such a

chain can occur only infrequently. One out of  parallel chains can be of such configuration,m
if

                                                           . m =
K( , 0)
K( r, 0)

Only in this case, the longitudinal force of each chain  is enlarged exactly by this factor Fchain

 and thus enlarges the reduced lateral force  to meet the equilibrium.m K( r, 0) $ Fchain

Based on this, the factor  can be interpreted as the average distance of bearing chains in them
horizontal direction. 

 

m = 1
every line

every m
line is
bearing

m = 2

m = 2

is bearing

Every other line is
bearing F      = 2 F    chain total

th

F         = m F    chain total

FIG. 145. Condition of equilibrium in inhomogeneous granular material

In order to determine this information, the lateral force factor  was calculated numericallyK
for a range of Angles of Friction  and for different limiting Angles of Contact 0 c [0, 45o ]

, where the absolute maximum Angle of Contact  was assumed to be .r c [10o, 60o ] = 60o

The graph shows the decrease of lateral stress dependent on the reduction of the limiting

Angle of Contact , calculated by the simulation software which was described in chapterr

11.2. Statistical approach: Less organised granular material, Monte Carlo Modelling f.f.
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  FIG. 146. Lateral stress factor under limited range of contact angles (File: StifferLines.123)

Then, calculating the ratio  yields the following dependencies of the averagem =
K( , 0)
K( r, 0)

distance of bearing chains vs. the microscopic angle of friction  and the reduced limiting0

angle of contact , assuming :r = 60o
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 FIG. 147. Required distance of force chains resulting from limited range of contact angles (File: StifferLines.123)

Dependency on the Angle of Friction  is obviously weak as corresponds to an intuitive0

view on the structures which were made visible by the polariscope. Therefore, only the

average meshsize value is used in further considerations:
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 FIG. 148. Required distance of force chains resulting from limited range of contact angles (File: StifferLines.123)

13. 3. 3. 3  Isotropy

Since the shown graph does not provide concrete information about the resulting average

mesh size, another argument needs to be brought into discussion:

As discussed before, the probability of a chain of a certain length can be estimated by

exponentiating the probability of a single contact which is determined by the reduced range

of possible contacts.

Preconditioning the existence of small scale structures which reduce the available range of

contact angles already to , the probability of contact within a further reduced range of∏ j 36o

angles is:

 P( r) = r
∏

This determines directly the probability of a chain of length  comprising only contact anglesn
in the range :[− r, r ]

 P( r, n) = r
∏

n−1

Alternatively, the reciprocal provides the average distance at which such chains are to be

expected:

 M( r, n) =
∏

r

n−1
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Based on fundamental isotropy of a granular medium building small scale structures, there is

no reason why the length of a stable force chain should differ a lot from the distance of such

lines derived e.g. by the argument of equilibrium discussed before. 
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FIG. 149. Correlation of longitudinal and transversal chain distances and -lengths

Admittedly, this is not a very strong argument leading to exact results, but serves fairly well

in order to justify a maximum extent of such structures. Then, the length of a chain  can ben
determined by the distance of force chains extracted by the equilibrium argument as 

 , and therefore .n = m =
K( , 0)
K( r, 0)

M( r, n) =
∏

r

K( , 0)
K( r, 0)

−1
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 FIG. 150. Required distance of force chains resulting from chaining single contacts (File: StifferLines.123)

If both considerations hold true and as long as the isotropy argument is valid, the resulting

chain distances  and  are expected to match.m M
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FIG. 151. Required distance of force chains, both approaches  (File: StifferLines.123)

In fact, the building of meshes is possible without violation of the equilibrium. The real limit-

ing angles of contact  seem to be located closely around 19°-20°. The resulting meshsize ofr

about  diameters of cylinders matches observations from photo elastic recordings very2.4!0.2

well (See next chapter for details). This value presents itself widely independent of the angle

of friction involved, which confirms the commonly practised use of averaged values ignoring

the network structure for volumes greater than several diameters of cylinders. 

The observed intersection point is clearly positioned, yet due to the qualitative character of

the used arguments, it can be taken only for a very rough estimation. Nevertheless, the

diverging curves in the graph shown above justify definitely, that not much larger mesh sizes

can be expected.

13. 3. 4  Exponential Prediction

The results of the previous section can be used to predict the distribution of mesh size much

better. Here, only the obtained value of the mean meshsize and the exponential characteristic

are taken in using the normalised exponential distribution:

 . Pz = 1
z0 exp − z

z0

In the present case it needs to be adapted, since the mesh size at least is , lower valuesm = 1
do not make sense. This can easily be introduced by substituting  and leads tom := z + 1
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 Pz(m) = 1
m0 − 1 exp − m − 1

m0 − 1

Normalising:                  1
m0 − 1 ¶1

∞

exp − m − 1
m0 − 1 dm = 1

z0 ¶
0

∞

exp − z
z0 dz = 1

Mean value:             m = 1
m0 − 1 ¶1

∞

m exp − m − 1
m0 − 1 dm = 1

z0 ¶
0

∞

(z + 1) exp − z
z0 dz

 m = z0 + 1
z0 −z0 exp − z

z0 0

∞
= z0 + 1

z0 z0 = z0 + 1 = m0

This finally describes the distribution of mesh sizes

 Pz(m) = 1
m0 − 1 exp − m − 1

m0 − 1

with  as the average mesh size and its deviation accordingly:m0 j 2.4!0.2
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 FIG. 152. Predicted exponential  distribution of  mesh sizes resp. chain lengths  (File: DistribOf MeshSize.123)
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13. 4  Validation by Measurement

The theoretical estimations made here need to be tested for correspondence with the experi-

mental data obtained from the polariscope pictures in the measurement section. This concerns

both, the average mesh size itself as well as the exponential characteristic of the distribution.

At first, the exponential distribution of intensity classes which equals the distribution of

contact forces can easily be approved from the experimental observations made above. After

eliminating typical acquisition artefacts like the noise of the camera, distributing some illumi-

nated pixels to every class, we obtain a fairly good approximation of the experimental data

writing the frequency of occurrence  as: W( )

.W( ) = $ exp −

In this case we set the constants  and  , while  represents the illumination= 0.07 = 12
respectively the force class.
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 FIG. 153. Typical analysis of light intensities of several images, obtained from Polyester cylinders (File: TCN-Distrib.123)

The high quality of the general accordance of the measurement results with an exponential

function is confirmed by the coefficients of regression:
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Such a distribution of contact forces corresponds very well to the characteristics obtained by

Mueth et al.[20]. In contrast to their findings, the constant part of the distribution is cut off by

recomputing the original distribution with reference to the unloaded distribution.

This exponential characteristic can be mapped to the meshsize distribution described above

since every single mesh concentrating forces on the border chains inevitably causes forces

proportional to its size. Thus, an exponential meshsize distribution is confirmed by the

obtained force distribution as well.

Besides the exponential characteristic of the Frequency of Occurrence, the mean values

describing the distance between force bearing chains have been derived from the images for

some surface materials. 

Plotting them to the next graph together with the results of the theoretical estimation, we

conclude fairly good correspondence:

 
FIG. 154.  Comparison of theoretical  meshsizes vs. experimentally obtained values (File: MeshSizeInterpr.123)
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The range of mesh size values is met well varying from 2 to 3 diameters as predicated

The error margins are rather high, but include the theoretical values.

The measurement indicates slightly increasing mesh size with rising angle of friction,

which corresponds to our intuition but is not covered by the theoretical estimation.

Furthermore, this property cannot be confirmed due to the large error bars.

Apparently there is no significant difference between HLO- and LLO-readings, where

one would expect self organisational mechanisms to have greater impact. 

13. 5  Definition of Scaling Units

Obviously a granular medium develops inhomogeneous stress distributions due to its inher-

ently structured character which is confirmed in detail in the polariscope images. 

However reviewing this chapter, we found several points of evidence for a restricted scope of

influence of  these inhomogenities:

The estimation of scope based on an expanded frictional approach in granular systems

with low level of organisation (LLO) yields an average range of 3-4 grain diameters.

The same approach applied to granular media with a high level of organisation (HLO)

leads in dependence of the direction to a scope of 3-7 grain diameters.

The more complex estimation of the average mesh width in a force network results in

values between two and three grain diameters which match the readings from the polari-

sation images very well.

These limited values raise the question of how far a granular medium can be treated by

continuous approaches as has been successfully done throughout the history of soil

mechanics.

On the other hand we are dealing with material of extremely nonlinear and discontinuous

character, i.e. smallest variations of forces, positions or deformations have unlimited conse-

quences. Therefore, simply averaging microscopic states can lead only to solutions ignoring

any macroscopic building of structures.
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This may motivate to make use of the tools of nonlinear dynamics and take over results from

chaos theory, which traditionally deals with such behaviour. Yet a very fundamental discrep-

ancy needs to be kept in mind:

The Theory of Chaos is based on the unpredictable behaviour of a well determined problem,

like coupled pendulums, presenting chaotic characteristics under certain sets of parameters.

The case of granular material is different from that. Here, the problem itself is defined only

very diffusely: Some  particles, each with 6 degrees of freedom and all of unknown106

values, are interacting. Due to the nonlinear character of the contacting mechanisms, they are

building macroscopic structures from their microscopic non linearity, reaching far beyond the

extent of single particles. But these structures are limited in size and extent as shown above

by the exponential decay of impact. Not exceeding about ten times the diameter of a single

particle, these structures cannot have any effect in bigger scales and are expected to be

describable by average values.

Notabene, the mean values need to be computed covering the structures, not only the single

particles. Yet, accepting the considerations about equilibrium, accomplished in this chapter,

the discrepancy is not very large, as long as small deformations and thus few organising

mechanisms are working.

Under this consideration a set of scales volunteers to be defined (cp. Oger and Jernot in [56]

Chapter 6):

The smallest scale is the one of a single particle. Named , it is defined by the mean radiusR(1)

 of a cylinder. Since the variance of radii is predetermined as low, mechanisms active in2r
this range can be computed by averaging positions and angles of contact and will deviate

little within the range.

Interaction of particles in the direct neighbourhood builds the observed macroscopic struc-

tures. As can be taken from the measurements as well as from the calculations of range, mean

line lengths and average mesh sizes, the limit of extent will not exceed about ten times the

diameter of a single particle. Thus we determine the scale for structures to   and call it 10 $ 2r
.R(10)

Beyond this size the behaviour of the material is ruled no more by single particles or the

structures built by their nonlinear interaction, but can be described through average values.

The scale characterised by stochastic values can therefore be called  , extending overR(100)

some hundred diameters of a single particle.  
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FIG. 155.  General definition of scales for granular material 

Remarks:

Some phenomena are not discussed in this paper but need to be mentioned here:

In dealing with granular media, e.g. in a silo, the effect of building ‘arches’ with a scope

much larger than several grain diameters is observed.  Such strong long-range structures

can be hazardous since the range of selforganised high stability is potentially very

narrow and may cause a dramatic breakdown if disturbed. Yet, with dry granular media

the probability of building such a large structure is very low but not zero as indicated by

the exponential characteristic of line lengths. Clearly, this is no more valid if cohesion of

some strength is taken into account which is not pursued in this paper. Furthermore, the

introduction of non cylindrical but sharply angled grains may increase the probability of

larger structures.

All arguments concerning scales refer to the average diameter  of the grains. This2r
presupposes a narrow distribution of radii since otherwise an average diameter has no

meaning. Thus, granular materials comprising grains with widely varying diameters are

not covered by such a concept. In chapter 2: Granular Parameters in Soil Mechanics we

pointed out that the grading curves of naturally grown soil in general fail to meet this

idealisation. Both the computational model as well as the physical model used for

measurement purposes rather correspond to uniform gravel (Uniformity ). InU j 1.6
natural soil, we assume the mechanics to be dominated by the granularity of the small

grains as long as their fraction is sufficient to completely embed the large elements. Thus,

we consider natural soil to be positioned primarily in the range , where averagingR(100)

is permissible.
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14  Conclusions

The major aim of this research was to investigate the distinctive influence of friction and

structure on the behaviour of dry granular material, as evidenced by the redirection of stress

applied in one direction to the transversal direction. Since many aspects of structural impact

have been previously studied both theoretically and numerically on frictionless media or

experimentally on a medium with fixed coefficients of friction, we adopted the opposite

approach: 

We measured the lateral stress response to a longitudinally applied stress on a granular

medium with fixed structural parameters of grain size and shape, but using different coeffi-

cients of friction. Hence, the modification of the frictional parameters made by the structure

was determined and discussed by appropriate plausibility computations.

The results presented are, like all experimental measurements, subject to reasonable interpre-

tation, which can and need to be discussed further.

However, concerning two dimensional circular cylinder granules with diameters sharply

distributed around a central value, the following conclusions can be drawn:

Evaluating the packing fraction while exposing the system to deformation suggests to

assume constant density with a weak inverse dependency on the Angle of Friction. The

fact that the packing fraction value does not significantly vary with the level of organisa-

tion matches the known behaviour of coarse uniform gravel which cannot be compacted.

Besides this, the similarity of the gradation curve of the model and the one of uniform

gravel confirms its appropriate representation by the model. Furthermore, the measured

packing fraction values match very well the recomputed void ratios known from natural

uniform gravel or round sand.

Such granular material, exposed to uniaxial shear deformation of about 20 % or more

which is equivalent to a displacement of a few grain diameters, can be well described

using the model of Rankine or the later derivatives of it, as long as a well-defined struc-

tural correction is applied to the microscopic grain to grain coefficient of friction.

The structural correction contains terms derived from the broadness of the distribution of

diameters and the degree of deformation. Existing local irregularities of the surface seem
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not to play a significant role. Obviously their impact is averaged by the stochastically

distributed slopes at the contact points.

The dominant effect is the shifting of stable collectives against each other, where action

takes place mainly in the shearing joint, allowing for a statistical approach based on the

circular shape of the cylinders and the straightness of the joint. 

If the deformation remains below this limit, reaching 5 % to 10 %, which corresponds to

a displacement of about one grain diameter, but is not zero, the behaviour is dominated

by effects of single cylinders, moving, rolling or gliding according to the local properties

of contacts.

Under these circumstances local unevenness of the circumference of the cylinders is

determined to be a most significant effect. Depending on the geometrical height and

sharpness of irregularities, it adds a relevant term to the mean angle of friction, due to the

breaking of symmetries.

After correcting for the influence of local unevenness, the resulting lateral force response

factor can be approximated as an exponentially decreasing function of the angle of

friction. Being dominated by stochastical microstructures, the results cannot be described

by approaches considering sliding joints like that of Rankine.

However, such a state can be well described on the basis of a statistical approach, where

positions and angles of contact are subject to known elementary distributions. The main

parameter besides the microscopical angle of friction turned out to be the average

maximum possible angle of contact, determined by the distribution of diameters. A minor

additional correction proportional to the angle of friction needs to be made to include the

impact of small locally stable configurations of cylinders which are created by self organ-

ising mechanisms triggered by the even small deformation of some percent. 

As the inherent structure of granular material can be taken in by modifying the effective

Angle of Friction, the building of a macroscopic network of force bearing chains is of

different character.

The meshsize of such a network was determined to be of 2-3 average grain diameters and

presents itself as the image of the fine level spatial distribution of forces. It could be
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shown, that the influence of such inhomogeneities is limited to a range of about 10

diameters. 

Referring to the average size of the cylinders, we can define a scale, where microscopic

behaviour dominates, where macroscopic structures play a role and where structural

impact can be neglected. Such a limited scope corresponds to the well-proven approach

of classical soil mechanics as effects of granular media are of minor influence on this

scale. Yet, it must be kept in mind, that extensions of the model like the consideration of

more angular grains or non zero cohesion will certainly enlarge significantly the range of

impact. Furthermore, we naturally consider as very basic the narrow distribution of grain

diameters around a nominal value for such a conclusion.

In order to apply these findings to more complex granular media and to finally meet the

description of a wider range of natural soil, the model needs to be extended to three dimen-

sions, different shapes of the grains need to be taken into account and last but not least it

becomes necessary to consider different distributions of grain diameters.
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16  Appendix: Symbols and Abbreviations

16. 1  Chapter 1: Introduction

Ratio of lateral stress in response to transversal stressK

Stress, applied(1) or responding (2)1, 3

Macroscopic, conventional Angle of Friction and cohesion, , c
defined according to RANKINE

16. 2  Chapter 2: Granular Parameters in Soil Mechanics

Strain in direction , where k k k c [1, 2, 3]

Stress in direction , where k k k c [1, 2, 3]

Shearstrain in direction , where kj k, j k, j c [1, 2, 3]

Shearstress in direction , where kj k, j k, j c [1, 2, 3]

Coefficient of Poisson

Modulus of YoungE

Yield stress due to different hypothesisV

Macroscopic, conventional Angle of Friction, defined according to

RANKINE

Cohesionc

Angle of DilatancyD

Packing fraction

VolumeV

Porosityn

Void ratioe, ei, ed, ec

Packing fraction, calculated for three rsp. two dimensionsn(3d), n(2d)

Grading curve of natural soilS(r)
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Uniformity (  gradient of the graph characterising the granularity of aU j

medium)

16. 3  Chapter 3: Experimental Setup

PET Polyester

PTFE Teflon

POC Polyolefin

PVC Polyvinylchloride

16. 4  Chapter 4: Measurement of Av. Forces

Coefficient of Friction between single grains in granular material0

Grain to grain Angle of Friction, derived from 0 = arctan 0 0

LLO State of granular material at low level of organisation, i.e. no deformation

history.

HLO State of granular material at high level of organisation, after deformation,

building smooth sliding joints.

Ratio of lateral stress in response to transversal stress K

Measured averaged ratio of , including some sideeffectsKtotal K

Forces, used locally in direction x/yFx, Fy

Measured components of Kfrict, Kelast K

Locally used forcesFload, Fresponse

Coefficient of Friction between the grains and the limiting wallw

Measured , where the granular system is definitely in an active(a) state,Ka
frict, Kp

frict K
where friction helps keeping the shape or in a passive (p) state, where

friction withstands the stress shearing the system. This value is in both

cases corrected for the frictional contribution

Theoretical definition of  according to RANKINE under the assumptionKa
R Ka

= 0
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16. 5  Chapter 5: Measurement of Porosity rsp. Packing Fraction

Porosityn

Packing fraction

Horizontal deformation of granular sample

16. 6  Chapter 6: Surveyance of the Macroscopic Structure

Stress induced illumination of a cylinder in the polariscope

Frequency of occurrence of a class of illumination, loaded resp. unloadedW( ), W0( )

Ratio of fully illuminated pixels with respect to all pixels in a polariscope

image.

Sidelength of the considered granular volume in units of diametersn

meshsize in units of the average chainwidthdcw

number of meshes consideredk

16. 7  Chapter 7: Discussion of Results: Overview

Horizontal deformation of granular sample

16. 8  Chapter 8: Discussion of Porosity Measurements

Packing Fraction for Random Close Packingrnd

Packing Fraction of honeycomb, square and triangular (opt.) latticehc, sqr, opt.

Coordination number, i.e. number of contactsz

Maximum possible Packing Fraction by repeated manual deformationmax

Transition Packing Fractiont

16. 9  Chapter 9: Discussion of Results: Well Organised Granular Material

Geometrical angles, used locally,

Normal and tangential stress in the sliding joint,
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Angle to correct  in order to match 0 0

Locally used Forces, normal (N) and transversal (T) to the surface of a grainFN, FT

Limit of Angle of Contact within a sliding joint

Relative deformation of a system

Maximum limit to , determined by deformation 0

16. 10  Chapter 10: Discussion of Results: Less Organised Granular Material

Height of a surface irregularity with respect to the grain radiusu

Angle to correct  for local irregularities.u 0

16. 11  Chapter 11: Statistical Approach

Forces tangential rsp. normal to cylinder surfaceFT, FN

Average lateral Stress FactorK

Maximum Angle of Contact due to geometrical restrictions

Local angles, 1, 2

Radius of concerned cylinderr

Enumerated contacts Q1, Q2, Q3

Lateral force factor without frictional impactKstoch

Local angles1, 2

Variation of forceF

Probability density of a configurationP( )

Formfactor, transforming force factors to stress factorsg

Formfactor  using even distributionge g

Formfactor  using COS distributiongc g

Packing fraction for evenly/COS-shaped distribution of contact anglesstoch,e, stoch,c

16. 12  Chapter 12: Review on Measurements

All symbols explained in text
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16. 13  Chapter 13: Structures in Granular Material

Averaged angle of contact in a sliding joint

relative longitudinal deformation of a granular system

Locally used angle

Forces acting in direction Fx, Fy x, y

Forces acting in longitudinal and lateral direction FLong, FLat

Lateral force/stress factor in active stateKa, Ka

Length of a force chainL0

Extent of a macroscopic granular systemL

Relative Compression

General lateral and longitudinal forcesFlat, Flong

Average distance of parallel force bearing chains in units of diameters ,m 2r
based on equilibrium considerations

Formfactor using even distribution of contact anglesge

Retaining frictional forceFR

 Average effective Coefficient of Friction in a slide jointav

Average scope in units of diameters W 2r

Average angle representing lateral contacts of a force chain

Angle of contact within the sliding joint of a Rankine-like system

Average length of a stable chainN

Maximum Angle of Contact due to geometrical restrictions

Mean deviation of 

Maximum Angle of Contact due to local ordered structures∏

Av. angular distance of adjacent contacts on a cylinder when completelym

packed.

Reduced max. Angle of Contact, acquired accidentally. r
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Longitudinal force within a force chainFchain

Distance between force bearing chains, based on the probability of a chainM
as a series of appropriate contacts.

Stress induced illumination of a cylinder in the polariscope

Frequency of occurrence of a class of illumination, loaded stateW( )

Scales for single grain consideration, for macroscopical structures and forR(1), R(10), R(100)

averaged treatment
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17  Appendix: Measurement Data

17. 1  Coefficient of Friction
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17. 2  Elastic Contribution
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17. 3  Measurement of Lateral Force Factors

Horizontal fed stress vs. vertical corresponding stress after performing activating movement

history of the granular material.

17. 3. 1  Covering material: Polyolefin
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17. 3. 2  Covering Material: Polyester
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17. 3. 3  Covering Material: Polyvinylchloride
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17. 3. 4  Covering Material: Teflon
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17. 4  Polarisation Images 

17. 4. 1  Polyester Cylinders, High Level Of Organisation (TCN) 
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17. 4. 2  Polyolefin Covered Cylinders, High Level Of Organisation (TCP)
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17. 4. 3  Teflon Covered Cylinders, High Level Of Organisation
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17. 4. 4  Polyester Cylinders, Low Level Of Organisation
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17. 4. 5  Polyolefin Covered Cylinders, Low Level Of Organisation
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17. 4. 6  Teflon Covered Cylinders, Low Level Of Organisation
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17. 5  Load Distributions, Low Level of Organisation
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17. 6  Load Distributions, High Level of Organisation
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